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Introduction
Welcome to students, teachers, attorneys, educators, judges, law students, legal assistants and
others who will participate in the 2018-19 Michigan High School Mock Trial Tournament.
We hope that you will find your involvement to be an intellectually stimulating and personally
rewarding experience. Beyond that, the Tournament’s goals are to:
 Further understanding of the law, court procedures and the legal system.
 Increase proficiency in basic life skills such as listening, speaking, reading and reasoning.
 Promote communication and cooperation between the school community—teachers and
students—and the legal profession.
The Tournament is governed by the rules set out in the pages that follow. The final segment of this
packet contains the Case Materials.
Michigan’s 2018-2019 Mock Trial was initially used by the Arkansas Bar Foundation and adapted
by the South Carolina Bar High School Tournament. Thank you for your permission to adapt and
bring the case to Michigan’s students.
We hope you find these materials interesting and educational, and we wish you the best of luck at
this year’s tournaments.
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A. General Tournament Rules
1. Eligibility to Participate
The Tournament is open to all high schools in Michigan. A school may enter teams in any of
the regional tournaments, but may not register in more than one regional tournament. An
official team consists of from six to ten students from the same school and one or more adult
coaches. Because there are a total of twelve roles to be played, depending upon the size of the
team, two to six members of a team will have to take on dual roles. Requests to combine
students from more than one school to form a team will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Such requests must be made before the registration deadline. Each school may enter up to 3
separate teams.
2. Regional Tournaments
The regional tournaments will be conducted in the courtrooms of the Washtenaw County Trial Court on
Saturday February 23, 2019; Macomb County Circuit Courthouse in Mt. Clemens on Saturday, March
2, 2019; Oakland County Courthouse in Pontiac on Saturday March 9, 2019; and Kent County
Courthouse on Saturday March 16, 2019. The minimum number of teams required at each regional will
be decided by the MCCE at the time of the registration deadline.

3. State Final Tournament
Ten teams will compete in the State Finals Tournament on Saturday, March 23, 2019, at the
Veteran’s Memorial Courthouse in Lansing, MI. The ten finalists will be selected from the
teams that performed the best in the four regional tournaments. The projected number of teams
in the Final Tournament from each Regional Tournament will be in proportion to the total
number of teams competing in each regional tournament. If the number of participating teams
in any regional tournament changes (due to dropouts, etc.) the MCCE may revise its
projections. One spot may be awarded as a wildcard, if warranted. The team awarded the
wildcard will be the team with the highest record (wins, ballots, points) across all regional
tournaments. Teams will be notified in advance if a wildcard will be awarded. MCCE has the
right to change the number of qualifying teams at its sole discretion due to extenuating
circumstances.
4. Tournament Structure
a. At each Tournament, there will be three rounds of trials. All teams are assured to be
assigned at least one round as the Plaintiff and at least one as the Defense. Each round will
be judged by three Tournament judges. In all rounds, each team will face a different
opponent.
b. Tournament staff will make every effort to ensure that teams will not present the same side

of the case before any judge to whom that team presented its case in an earlier round.
However, should this occur, it will not be considered a violation of the Tournament Rules.
c. Advancement to the state finals will be governed by the following criteria:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Win/Loss Record – equals the number of rounds won or lost by a team;
Total Number of Ballots – equals the number of scoring judges’ votes a team earned;
Total Number of Points Accumulated;
Point Spread Against Opponents – The point spread is the difference between the total
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points earned by the team whose tie is being broken less the total points of that team’s
opponent in each previous round. The greatest sum of these point spreads will break the
tie in favor of the team with the largest cumulative point spread.
d. Winners in each individual round of the competition at the regional tournaments and state
finals will be determined by the number of ballots earned by a team in that round. Ballots
are determined by the total points assigned to a team by the judge on each ballot. The team
with the higher number of total points will earn the ballot. A team earning at least 2 out of
3 ballots will win the round. Judges are instructed that no ballot may result in a tie score.
e. Sides (plaintiff or defense) and pairings for the Regional Tournaments will be determined
on site by random drawing. This is a change for the 2018-2019 season and may impact
assignment of judges on site because of potential conflicts. Each team is treated as an
independent unit, therefore teams may compete against other teams from their own school.
In the State Final Tournament, teams will be paired depending on their Regional totals.
f. For 2018-2019, sides and pairings in the first two rounds of the State Final Tournament will
be determined by the teams’ Regional totals. With the ten finalist teams ranked 1 to 10, the
pairings for the two rounds will be:
First Round
10 v. 1
9 v. 2
8 v. 3
7 v. 4
6 v. 5
Second Round
1 v. 6
2 v. 7
3 v. 9
4 v. 8
5 v. 10
g. Pairings in the semi-final round of the State Final Tournament will be determined by the
totals from the first two rounds. With the four top teams ranked 1- 4, the pairings for the
semi-final round will be: 1 v. 4, and 2 v. 3. THIS CAN BE MODIFIED IN THE
EVENT THAT A SCHOOL HAS TWO TEAMS IN THE SEMI-FINAL ROUNDS.
IN SUCH A CASE, THE TWO TEAMS FROM THE SAME SCHOOL WILL FACE
EACH OTHER IN THE SEMI-FINAL ROUND SO AS TO AVOID A FINAL
ROUND WITH TEAMS FROM THE SAME SCHOOL.
h. In determining sides in the semi-final round of the State Final Tournament, the following
procedure will be used:
i.)
If paired teams represented opposite sides in the previous round, sides will be
flipped for the semi-final round.
ii.)
If paired teams represented the same side in the previous round, the following
procedure will be used:
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iii.)
iv.)

a. The team with the numerical code (not ranking) which comes first numerically
will be considered the “Designated Team.”
b. A coin will be tossed by the tournament director or a designee.
c. If the coin comes up heads, the Designated Team will represent the prosecution.
If the coin comes up tails, the Designated Team will represent the defendant.
If either method above creates a rematch (pairing and sides) from an earlier round
(including regional tournaments), sides will be flipped.
At the discretion of the tournament director, this process may be altered to
accommodate special circumstances.

i. The same procedure as described above will be used for determining sides in the
championship round of the State Final Tournament.
j. A “bye’ becomes necessary when an odd number of teams are present for any given round
of the tournament. In the event of a circumstance resulting in an odd number of competing
teams, the following procedure will apply:
i.)
ii.)

The team drawing the “bye” will, by default, receive a win and three ballots for that
round.
For the purpose of determining placing at Regional rounds and for determining
rankings at the State Finals, the team drawing the “bye” will be given points equal
to the average of its own points earned in its other trials

5. Tournament Logistics
a. Coaches must report to the registration table to register their team between 7:45 and 8:15
a.m. on the day of the Tournament.
b. A Tournament Headquarters location will be announced at each courthouse. Observation of
the Tournament is open to all.
c.

We are visitors in these courthouses and all participants should be especially careful to
observe appropriate standards of behavior. Among other things, the Code of Proper
Conduct provides that participants should not go anywhere in the building other than
courtrooms, eating areas, and restrooms and that food or beverages not be brought into the
courtrooms or anywhere other than designated eating areas. See Code of Proper Conduct in
these materials.

B. Rules of Procedure for Trials
1. Competitors
a. Each participating high school team must be composed of from 6 to 10 students from that school.
During a single trial/round six students from that team must participate, three as attorneys and three
as witnesses. No more than six students from a team may participate in a single trial/round.
b. Teams are not permitted to include alternates on their official team roster if including such
alternates would create a team of more than 10 students.

c. Where possible, all witnesses are gender neutral and may be played by either male or female
students. If a witness must be male or female, the role may still be played by a male or a
female student.
8

2. Timekeepers
a. While Court Officers are responsible for keeping the official time for each round, each team
is also responsible for providing an official timekeeper or timekeepers. The timekeeper
may be a member of the team or a student or adult who is not part of the team. Coaches
may not be timekeepers. Stopwatches will be provided by the tournament director. MCCE
will make every effort to assign a Court Officer to each courtroom. In the event that a
courtroom is not assigned a Court Officer, the teams’ timekeepers will keep the official
time for the round.
b. Each team’s official timekeeper is required to attend the scheduled on-site timekeeper
orientation. If a team does not send an official timekeeper to the required orientation
meeting, that team will defer to its opponents’ official timekeeper(s) in all rounds.
c. If a team chooses to assign more than one student to the timekeeper role, then all students
who will be assigned to the timekeeper role must attend the timekeeper orientation. The
team’s official timekeeper will keep time for both sides during all competition rounds.
3. Judges and Court Officers
a. A single Tournament judge will preside at the trial. Two other judges will be present at all
times to judge the performance of the competing teams; however, they may not participate
in conducting the trial. The non-presiding judges must sit in the jury box and the
participants must address them as though they were the jury. All three judges will score the
competitors.
b. The presiding judge will be responsible for swearing in witnesses.
c. Every attempt will be made to have one court officer in each courtroom. In the event that is
not possible, Court Officers will be assigned to a set of 2-4 courtrooms. Court Officers act
as a liaison to the Tournament Director, keep time, swear in witness, collect and check
score sheets, and generally assist and advise the judges. Court Officers also track the overall
time of the trial to ensure that judges complete feedback in time to allow competitors to
reach their next round of competition.
d.

Each judge will be supplied with a full Tournament packet and will attend an Orientation
Meeting. Each Team’s designated timekeeper and all Court Officers will attend a short
training session immediately preceding the first round of the tournament.

4. Identification of Teams
A team’s identity may not be revealed to any judge. Team numbers (or letters) will be randomly
drawn in advance. Team members may not wear or carry any item that identifies the school the
team members represent.
5. Ban on Coaching During Trial
a. Once the trial begins no coaching is permitted by anyone for the duration of the trial.
Student attorneys may consult with one another and with their witnesses.
b. To avoid even the appearance of impropriety, no communication of any kind is allowed
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between the students participating in the case (the three attorneys and the three witnesses)
and other team members, coaches, or observers until after closing arguments.
c. Any team member (including team members not participating in the trial and coaches) who
observes any violation of this rule must report it immediately to the presiding judge. The
judge must order the clock stopped and inquire into the circumstances of the accusation.
Where a violation is found, the judges must deduct 10 points from a team’s total score on
the performance rating sheet.
d. These rules on coaching during trial remain in force during any emergency recess that may
occur.
6.

Ban on Scouting
No team members, alternates, teachers or attorney coaches or any other persons associated
with the team’s preparation may view other teams in competition, other than those paired
against them, so long as they remain in competition themselves.

7. Videotaping
A team may videotape its trials. The opposing team and the presiding judge should be notified
prior to the calling of the case. The Court Officer should be consulted at the time of courtroom
check in. See Code of Proper Conduct, page 30, for further information regarding videotaping.
8. Code of Proper Conduct; Signatures of Participants
a. The Code of Proper Conduct governs all team members, coaches, and supporters, such as
fellow students and parents who are present during the Tournament.
b. A copy of the Code must be signed by all team members and coaches and submitted to the
Tournament registration table between 7:45 and 8:15 a.m. on the day of the Tournament.
Teams are responsible for making invited guests and parents aware of the Code and its
rules regarding conduct during the Tournament.
9. Claims of Rule Violations
a. Any claim of a violation of a Tournament rule should be immediately called to the
attention of the presiding judge. A claimed violation of the ban on coaching during a trial
may be raised by any team member through the Dispute Form on page 44. Only the
attorneys trying the case may raise violations of all other rules.
b. If, immediately after closing arguments, a team has serious reason to believe that a
material rules violation has occurred, and the team was unable (as opposed to unprepared)
to raise the issue at the time the violation occurred, a student member of the team must
indicate that the team intends to file a dispute. The judges will proceed with their scoring
uninterrupted, and the presiding judge will provide the student attorney with a dispute
form. The student may communicate with counsel and/or student witnesses before
preparing the form. At no time in this process may team sponsors or coaches
communicate or consult with the student attorneys. Only student attorneys may invoke the
dispute procedure.
c. The presiding judge will collect the form. If the dispute is denied, the presiding judge will
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record the reasons for this, and announce the decision during the judges’ critique. If the
judges feel the grounds for the dispute merit a hearing, the form will be shown to opposing
counsel for their written response. After this, each team will designate a spokesperson.
After the spokespersons have had time (not to exceed three minutes) to prepare, the
presiding judge will conduct a hearing on the dispute, providing each spokesperson three
minutes for a presentation. The judge may question the spokespersons. At no time in this
process may team sponsors or coaches communicate or consult with the student attorneys.
The judges’ decision will be recorded in writing on the dispute form and attached to the
scoresheets, with no further announcement.
d. The judges will consider the dispute before making their final scoring decisions. The
dispute may or may not affect the final decision or scores, but the matter will be left to the
discretion of the scoring judges.
e. The above procedure is only intended to be used in the most unusual of circumstances.
Routine rule violations, such as the wrong attorney objecting, must be brought to the
attention of the presiding judge when the violation occurs. Similarly, any question
regarding the application of tournament rules by the presiding judge must be raised prior to
closing arguments.
10. Commencement of Trial
a. A team’s six students who will try the case and an adult coach must report to the assigned
courtroom and present themselves to the presiding judge.
b. The presiding judge must inquire whether anyone present is connected with any school in
the tournament other than the schools competing in that courtroom. Note that the judges
should not know the identities of the schools (Rule 4) so this inquiry should be done
without revealing the identity of any team to the judges. Anyone in the wrong courtroom
should be directed to the correct courtroom or to Tournament Headquarters.
c. The presiding judge will call the courtroom to order to commence the trial. The presiding
judge will ask counsel to state their appearances for the record and thereafter the trial will
proceed as in Rule 12.
d. Each team will prepare a typed team roster and will deliver four copies of that roster before
each trial. Three copies will be presented to the presiding judge, and one copy will be given
to the opposing team. The roster must include (1) the name of each attorney and the names
of each witness that attorney will examine; and (2) the name of each student who is
portraying a witness, which witness that student will portray and the gender of that witness.
(Sample Roster on p. 30-31)
Each team should bring 12 copies of the roster with them on tournament day.
11. Governing Law; Motions, Pre-trial Agreements
a. All trials will be governed by the Tournament Rules, and may rely on the case law included
in the Tournament Materials. No reference to other legal authorities (except for the ones
provided in the case materials) should be made.
b. No motions may be made by either party, nor entertained by the Court. In the event of an
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emergency, a recess may be called. Should a recess be called, teams are not to
communicate with any observers, coaches, or instructors.
c. Attorneys are encouraged to call the court’s attention to particular parts of the case
materials, as well as these Rules, in support of points being urged upon the Court.
d. Pre-trial agreements between teams (such as agreements to not pursue certain lines of
questioning) are not permitted. Agreements between parties are stipulated in the
tournament packet. Teams are allowed to confer before trial to determine the gender of
witnesses.
12. Order of Trial, Time Limits, etc.
a. Each party is required to call all three of its witnesses, but may do so in any order.
Witnesses may not be ordered sequestered.
b. The order of the trial and the time limits are as follows:
1. Opening Statement *……………………………….5 minutes per side
2. Direct and Redirect (optional) Examination………25 minutes per side
3. Cross and Re-cross (optional) Examination………..20 minutes per side
4. Closing Argument…………………………………..5 minutes per side
* Defense may reserve Opening Statement until after the Plaintiff’s Case-in-Chief.
c. Timekeepers will be provided with a stopwatch and one-minute warning signs. The
timekeepers must keep track of time on a time sheet (Time Sheet p. 42), which must be
available for inspection by either side at any time. The timekeepers must inform the
appropriate participants and the judge whenever a party has one minute left in any portion
of its allotted time by holding up a one-minute warning sign. When time is up, the
timekeepers will announce “Time.” A side may not continue beyond the time limits unless
the presiding judge, for good cause shown, grants additional time.
d. Time DOES NOT STOP for objections, responses, or the introduction of exhibits. Time for
administering the oath will not be counted as part of the allotted time during examination of
witnesses and opening and closing statements.
e. Attorneys are not required to use the entire time allotted to each part of the trial. However,
time left over in one part of the trial cannot be carried over to another part.
f. Requests for additional time are not permitted, except where opposing counsel has made
frivolous objections in an attempt to waste time and the team can show good cause for the
additional time in accordance with Rule B.12.c (above). Additionally, on request from a
party responding to an objection, the presiding judge may—at his or her discretion—
instruct the timekeeper to stop time while handling the issue at hand. Time must start upon
the presiding judge’s ruling on the objection.
g. In the event that a team believes an error has occurred with regard to timekeeping, the team
must bring the issue to the attention of the presiding judge at the time the potential error is
recognized.
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h. Voir dire examination of a witness is not permitted.
13. Attorneys
a. Of the three attorneys on a team, one must give the opening statement, and another must
give the closing statement. The same attorney may not give both the opening and the
closing statement. Each of the three attorneys must also conduct all direct examination
and objections as for one witness for the attorney’s side and for cross examination and
objections as that one witness for the opposing side. Attorneys may consult with one
another and with the witnesses, but with no one else. See Rule 5, Ban on Coaching, pp.
10-11.
b. The attorney must stand whenever addressing the court, a witness, or the jury. When
arguing a point, attorneys should direct their remarks to the court, not to opposing counsel.
14. Opening Statements
a. Each side will have up to five minutes to present its opening statement. The Plaintiff gives
the opening statement first. The Defense may present its opening statement immediately
after the Plaintiff’s opening statement or may reserve it until after the close of the
Plaintiff’s evidence.
b. An opening statement should tell the jury and the court what that party intends to prove
and should explain that party’s theory of the case. Argument is improper in opening
statements.
15. Evidence
a. No evidence other than the testimony (not affidavits) of the six witnesses, and the exhibits
included in the case materials, may be offered.
b. Stipulations are to be considered part of the record and already admitted into evidence.
Stipulations, charges, or the jury instructions will not be read into the record.
c. No other exhibits or enlargements of exhibits may be offered. No demonstrative evidence
should be offered or admitted.
16. Witnesses, Witness Statements; Extrapolation
a. Witnesses may not refer to notes when testifying. Witnesses may not be recalled.
b. Absolutely no props or costumes are permitted unless authorized specifically in the case
materials. Costuming is defined as hairstyles, clothing, accessories (such as glasses), and
make-up which are case-specific. Witnesses are not permitted to adopt false accents.
c. Each witness must admit that his or her witness statement is a true copy of a statement that
he or she made and signed. The statement may be used to impeach the witness where
appropriate, but is not itself admissible into evidence.
d. Each witness is bound by the facts contained in his/her own witness statement. A witness
is not bound by facts contained in other witness statements. A witness may not be crossexamined about facts or information contained in other witness statements.
13

e. If a witness is non–responsive, the witness may be instructed by the judge to answer “yes”
or “no” on a question by question basis. However, a witness is not bound to answer all
questions “yes” or “no.”
f. Minor extrapolations of facts not in the record are allowed, provided they may be
reasonably inferred from the case materials and are neutral toward both sides. A fair
extrapolation would be background information such as date or place of birth. This would
be a minor extrapolation and would be allowed to amplify or humanize the case, assuming
those facts are relevant. An unfair extrapolation would be one that adds material support
to the party who called the witness or weakens the case of the other party.
g. A party may object to testimony on the ground that it is “beyond the scope of the witness
statement” or is an “unfair extrapolation.” Refer to Section G: Unfair Extrapolation for
more on this objection. Attorneys are encouraged to refer presiding judges to Section G
for instructions on handling the Unfair Extrapolation objection.
h. If the objection is sustained, the court should strike the improper testimony. The Judges
must also take account of unfair extrapolation in scoring the witness and opposing counsel.
i. The decision of the presiding judge in ruling on this objection, as with other objections, is
final. If the objection is overruled, it may be renewed as to further questions or answers.
j. Attorneys should also recognize that unfair extrapolation can also be challenged through
cross examination demonstrating the absence of the extrapolation in the witness’
statement.
k. Publishing to the jury is not permitted. The only documents that teams may present to the
court are the individual exhibits as they are introduced into evidence and the team roster
form.
l. Exhibit notebooks are not to be provided to the judges. Exhibits are to be shown to
opposing counsel and handed to the presiding judge.
m. Rosters are to be provided to the opposing team and the presiding judge before the trial
commences.
17. Procedure for Introduction of Exhibits
As an example, the following steps effectively introduce exhibits:
a. All evidence will be pre-marked as exhibits.
b. Ask for permission to approach the bench. Show the presiding judge the marked exhibit.
“Your honor, May I approach the bench to show you what has been marked as Exhibit __?”
c. Show the exhibit to opposing counsel.
d. Ask for permission to approach the witness. Give the exhibit to the witness.
14

e. “I now hand you what has been marked as Exhibit No. __ for identification.”
f. Ask the witness to identify the exhibit. “Would you identify it please?”
g. Witness answers with identification only.
h. Offer the exhibit into evidence. “Your Honor, we offer Exhibit No. __ into evidence at this
time. The authenticity of this exhibit has been stipulated.”
i. Court: “Is there objection?” (If opposing counsel believes a proper foundation has not been
laid, the attorney should be prepared to object at this time.)
j. Opposing Counsel: “No, your Honor,” or “Yes, your Honor.” If the response is “yes,” the
objection will be stated on the record. Court: “Is there any response to the objection?”
k. Court: “Exhibit No. __ is/is not admitted.”
18. Closing Arguments
a. Each side will have five minutes for closing argument. Plaintiff may reserve time for
rebuttal.
b. Closing argument should be directed at persuading the jury to render a decision for that
attorney’s side, relying on argument and the testimony of the witnesses or admitted exhibit.
c. It is improper closing argument to: (a) refer to facts where there was no evidence of them;
(b) state a personal opinion as to the credibility of a witness; or (c) present arguments
designed to inflame passion or prejudice.
19. Scoring; Announcement of Results
a. Each judge should mark his or her performance rating sheet during the trial, at the end of
each segment.
b. After closing arguments, the Judges will retire to deliberate. Each judge must complete a
rating sheet. Judges must add their scores to make sure that the team with the most points is
their selected “winner.” The Judge will give the completed sheets to the Court Officer who
will double-check the scores in the presence of the judges.
c. The Court Officer must deliver all copies of the rating sheets to Tournament Headquarters
at the end of each trial.
d. After the final round is complete, the identities of the advancing teams will be announced.
Within two weeks after each tournament, coaches will receive Performance Summary
Sheets for their school.
20. Judges’ Comments
a. After the judges have completed the Performance Rating Sheets and have discussed the
comments they will make, the presiding judge will reconvene the proceedings.
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b. The judges will not announce the winning team.
c. The judges are encouraged to make brief comments regarding the performances of the
attorneys and witnesses. The judges should not indicate how they would rule on the merits
of the case.
d. Competition rounds will be limited to two hours, including Judges’ comments. Judges’
comments will be limited to 15 minutes (5 minutes per judge), whether there is time
remaining in the two-hour round or not. Moreover, in no event may the Judges’ comments
extend beyond the two hour limit for the competition round. Court Officers are responsible
for keeping an eye on the time and making sure that judges do not exceed their allotted
time.
e. The length of a trial may require the tournament director to exclude the comment session.
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C. Rules of Evidence
In American trials, complex rules are used to govern the admission of proof (i.e., oral or
physical evidence). These rules are designed to ensure that all parties receive a fair hearing and
to exclude evidence deemed irrelevant, incompetent, untrustworthy, unduly prejudicial, or
otherwise improper. If it appears that a rule of evidence is being violated, an attorney may raise
an objection to the judge. The judge then decides whether the rule has been violated and
whether the evidence must be excluded from the record of the trial. In the absence of a
properly made objection, however, the judge will probably allow the evidence. The burden is
on the mock trial team to know the Rules of Evidence and to be able to use them to protect their
client and fairly limit the actions of opposing counsel and their witnesses.
For purposes of mock trial competition, the Rules of Evidence have been modified and
simplified. They are based on the Federal Rules of Evidence and its numbering system. Where
rule numbers or letters are skipped, those rules were not deemed applicable to mock trial
procedure. Text in italics or underlined represent simplified or modified language.
Not all judges will interpret the Rules of Evidence (or procedure) the same way, and mock trial
attorneys should be prepared to point out specific rules (quoting, if necessary) and to argue
persuasively for the interpretation and application of the rule they think appropriate.
______________________________________________________________________________
ARTICLE I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Rule 101. Scope
These Rules of Evidence govern the trial proceedings of the Michigan High School Mock
Trial Tournament.
Rule 102. Purpose and Construction
These Rules are intended to secure fairness in administration of the trials, eliminate unjust
delay, and promote the laws of evidence so that the truth may be ascertained.
ARTICLE II.

JUDICIAL NOTICE -- Not Applicable

ARTICLE III.

PRESUMPTIONS IN CIVIL ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS -- Not
Applicable

ARTICLE IV.
Rule 401.

RELEVANCY AND ITS LIMITS

Definition of “Relevant Evidence”

“Relevant evidence” means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact
that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable
than it would be without the evidence.

Rule 402. Relevant Evidence Generally Admissible; Irrelevant Evidence Inadmissible
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All relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by these Rules. Evidence
which is not relevant is not admissible.
Rule 403.

Exclusion of Relevant Evidence on Grounds of Prejudice, Confusion, or Waste
of Time

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the
jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence.
Rule 404.

Character Evidence Not Admissible To Prove Conduct; Exceptions; Other
Crimes

(a) Character evidence generally. Evidence of a person's character or a trait of character is
not admissible for the purpose of proving action in conformity therewith on a particular
occasion, except:
(1) Character of accused - In a criminal case, evidence of a pertinent trait of character
offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut the same, or if evidence of a
trait of character of the alleged victim of the crime is offered by an accused and
admitted under Rule 404 (a)(2), evidence of the same trait of character of the
accused offered by the prosecution;
(2) Character of alleged victim - In a criminal case, and subject to the limitations
imposed by Rule 412, evidence of a pertinent trait of character of the alleged
victim of the crime offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut the same,
or evidence of a character trait of peacefulness of the alleged victim offered by the
prosecution in a homicide case to rebut evidence that the alleged victim was the
first aggressor;
(3) Character of witness - Evidence of the character of a witness, as provided in Rules
607, 608 and 609.
(b) Other crimes, wrongs, or acts. Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not
admissible to prove the character of a person in order to show action in conformity
therewith. It may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such as proof of motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident, provided that upon request by the accused, the prosecution in a criminal case shall
provide reasonable notice in advance of trial, or during trial if the court excuses pretrial
notice on good cause shown, of the general nature of any such evidence it intends to
introduce at trial.
Rule 405. Methods of Proving Character
(a) Reputation or opinion. - In all cases where evidence of character or a character trait is
admissible, proof may be made by testimony as to reputation or in the form of an opinion.
On cross-examination, questions may be asked regarding relevant, specific conduct.
(b) Specific instances of conduct. - In cases where character or a character trait is an
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essential element of a charge, claim, or defense, proof may also be made of specific
instances of that person’s conduct.
Rule 406. Habit, Routine Practice
Evidence of the habit of a person or the routine practice of an organization, whether
corroborated or not and regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is relevant to prove that
the conduct of the person or organization, on a particular occasion, was in conformity with
the habit or routine practice.
Rule 407. Subsequent Remedial Measures
When, after an injury or harm allegedly caused by an event, measures are taken that, if
taken previously, would have made the injury or harm less likely to occur, evidence of the
subsequent measures is not admissible to prove negligence, culpable conduct, a defect in a
product, a defect in a product's design, or a need for a warning or instruction. This rule does
not require the exclusion of evidence of subsequent measures when offered for another
purpose, such as proving ownership, control, or feasibility of precautionary measures, if
controverted, or impeachment.
Rule 408. Compromise and Offers to Compromise
(a) Prohibited uses. Evidence of the following is not admissible on behalf of any party,
when offered to prove liability for, invalidity of, or amount of a claim that was disputed as
to validity or amount, or to impeach through a prior inconsistent statement or contradiction:
(1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish--or accepting or offering or promising
to accept--a valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to compromise the
claim; and
(2) conduct or statements made in compromise negotiations regarding the claim, except
when offered in a criminal case and the negotiations related to a claim by a public office
or agency in the exercise of regulatory, investigative, or enforcement authority.
(b) Permitted uses. This rule does not require exclusion if the evidence is offered for
purposes not prohibited by subdivision (a). Examples of permissible purposes include
proving a witness's bias or prejudice; negating a contention of undue delay; and proving an
effort to obstruct a criminal investigation or prosecution.
Rule 409. Payment of Medical or Similar Expenses
Evidence of furnishing or offering or promising to pay medical, hospital, or similar
expenses occasioned by an injury is not admissible to prove liability for the injury.
Rule 410. Inadmissibility of Pleas, Plea Discussions, and Related Statements
Except as otherwise provided in this Rule, evidence of the following is not, in any civil or
criminal proceeding, admissible against a defendant who made the plea or was a participant
in the plea discussions:
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(1) a plea of guilty which was later withdrawn;
(2) a plea of nolo contendere;
(3) any statement made in the course of any proceeding under Rule 11 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure or comparable state proceeding regarding either of the
foregoing pleas; or
(4) any statement made in the course of plea discussions with an attorney for the
prosecuting authority which does not result in a plea of guilty or which results in a plea
of guilty which is later withdrawn.
However, such a statement is admissible (1) in any proceeding wherein another statement
made in the course of the same plea or plea discussions has been introduced and the
statement ought, in fairness, be considered with it, or (2) in a criminal proceeding for
perjury or false statement if the statement was made by the defendant under oath, on the
record and in the presence of counsel.
Rule 411. Liability Insurance (civil case only)
Evidence that a person was or was not insured against liability is not admissible upon the
issue whether the person acted negligently or otherwise wrongfully. This rule does not
require the exclusion of evidence of insurance against liability when offered for another
purpose, such as proof of agency, ownership, or control, or bias or prejudice of a witness.
ARTICLE V.

PRIVILEGES

Rule 501. General Rule
There are certain admissions and communications excluded from evidence on grounds of
public policy. Among these are:
(1) communications between husband and wife;
(2) communications between attorney and client;
(3) communications among grand jurors;
(4) secrets of state; and
(5) communications between psychiatrist and patient.
ARTICLE VI.

WITNESSES

Rule 601. General Rule of Competency
Every person is competent to be a witness.
Rule 602. Lack of Personal Knowledge
A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to support a
finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter. Evidence to prove personal
knowledge may, but need not, consist of the witness’ own testimony. This rule is subject to
the provisions of Rule 703, related to opinion testimony by expert witnesses. (See Rule 2.2)
Rule 607. Who May Impeach
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The credibility of a witness may be attacked by any party, including the party calling the
witness.
Rule 608. Evidence of Character and Conduct of Witness
(a) Opinion and reputation evidence of character. The credibility of a witness may be
attacked or supported by evidence in the form of opinion or reputation, but subject to these
limitations: (1) the evidence may refer only to character for truthfulness or untruthfulness,
and (2) evidence of truthful character is admissible only after the character of the witness
for truthfulness has been attacked by opinion or reputation evidence or otherwise.
(b) Specific instances of conduct. Specific instances of the conduct of a witness, for the
purpose of attacking or supporting the witness' character for truthfulness, other than
conviction of crime as provided in rule 609, may not be proved by extrinsic evidence. They
may, however, in the discretion of the court, if probative of truthfulness or untruthfulness,
be inquired into on cross-examination of the witness (1) concerning the witness' character
for truthfulness or untruthfulness, or (2) concerning the character for truthfulness or
untruthfulness of another witness as to which character the witness being cross-examined
has testified.
The giving of testimony, whether by an accused or by any other witness, does not operate
as a waiver of the accused's or the witness' privilege against self-incrimination when
examined with respect to matters that relate only to character for truthfulness.
Rule 609. Impeachment by Evidence of Conviction of Crime
(a) General rule. For the purpose of attacking the character for truthfulness of a witness,
(1) evidence that a witness other than an accused has been convicted of a crime shall be
admitted, subject to Rule 403, if the crime was punishable by death or imprisonment in
excess of one year under the law under which the witness was convicted, and evidence
that an accused has been convicted of such a crime shall be admitted if the court
determines that the probative value of admitting this evidence outweighs its prejudicial
effect to the accused; and
(2) evidence that any witness has been convicted of a crime shall be admitted regardless
of the punishment, if it readily can be determined that establishing the elements of the
crime required proof or admission of an act of dishonesty or false statement by the
witness.
(b) Time limit. Evidence of a conviction under this rule is not admissible if a period of
more than ten years has elapsed since the date of the conviction or of the release of the
witness from the confinement imposed for that conviction, whichever is the later date,
unless the court determines, in the interests of justice, that the probative value of the
conviction supported by specific facts and circumstances substantially outweighs its
prejudicial effect. However, evidence of a conviction more than 10 years old as calculated
herein, is not admissible unless the proponent gives to the adverse party sufficient advance
written notice of intent to use such evidence to provide the adverse party with a fair
opportunity to contest the use of such evidence.
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(c) Effect of pardon, annulment, or certificate of rehabilitation. Evidence of a
conviction is not admissible under this rule if (1) the conviction has been the subject of a
pardon, annulment, certificate of rehabilitation, or other equivalent procedure based on a
finding of the rehabilitation of the person convicted, and that person has not been convicted
of a subsequent crime that was punishable by death or imprisonment in excess of one year,
or (2) the conviction has been the subject of a pardon, annulment, or other equivalent
procedure based on a finding of innocence.
(d) Juvenile adjudication. Evidence of juvenile adjudication is generally not admissible
under this rule. The court may, however, in a criminal case allow evidence of a juvenile
adjudication of a witness other than the accused if conviction of the offense would be
admissible to attack the credibility of an adult and the court is satisfied that admission in
evidence is necessary for a fair determination of the issue of guilt or innocence.
(e) Not Applicable
Rule 610. Religious Beliefs or Opinions
Evidence of the beliefs or opinions of a witness on matters of religion is not admissible for
the purpose of showing that by reason of their nature the witness’ credibility is impaired or
enhanced.
Rule 611. Mode and Order of Interrogation and Presentation
(a) Control by Court. - The Court shall exercise reasonable control over questioning of
witnesses and presenting evidence so as to:
1. make the interrogation and presentation effective for ascertaining the truth,
2. avoid needless consumption of time, and
3. protect witnesses from harassment or undue embarrassment.
(b) Scope of cross examination. - The scope of the cross examination shall not be limited
to the scope of the direct examination, but may inquire into any relevant facts or matters
contained in the witness’ statement, including all reasonable inferences that can be drawn
from those facts and matters, and may inquire into any omissions from the witness
statement that are otherwise material and admissible.
(c) Leading questions. - Leading questions should not be used on direct examination of a
witness except as may be necessary to develop the witness’ testimony. Ordinarily leading
questions should be permitted on cross-examination. When a party calls a hostile witness,
an adverse party, or a witness identified with an adverse party, interrogation may be by
leading questions.
(d) Redirect/Re-cross. - After cross examination, additional questions may be asked by the
direct examining attorney, but questions must be limited to matters raised by the attorney
on cross examination. Likewise, additional questions may be asked by the cross examining
attorney or re-cross, but such questions must be limited to matters raised on redirect
examination and should avoid repetition.
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Rule 612. Writing Used to Refresh Memory
If a written statement is used to refresh the memory of a witness either while testifying or
before testifying, the Court shall determine that the adverse party is entitled to have the
writing produced for inspection. The adverse party may cross examine the witness on the
material and introduce into evidence those portions, which relate to the testimony of the
witness.
Rule 613. Prior Statements of Witnesses
(a) Examining Witness Concerning Prior Statement. In examining a witness concerning
a prior statement made by the witness, whether written or not, the statement need not be
shown nor its contents disclosed to the witness at that time, but on request the same shall be
shown or disclosed to opposing counsel.
(b) Extrinsic Evidence of Prior Inconsistent Statement of Witness. Extrinsic evidence of
a prior inconsistent statement by a witness is not admissible unless the witness is afforded
an opportunity to explain or deny the same and the opposite party is afforded an opportunity
to interrogate the witness thereon, or the interests of justice otherwise require. This
provision does not apply to admissions of a party-opponent as defined in rule 801(d)(2).
ARTICLE VII.

OPINIONS AND EXPERT TESTIMONY

Rule 701. Opinion Testimony by Lay Witness
If the witness is not testifying as an expert, the witness' testimony in the form of opinions or
inferences is limited to those opinions or inferences which are (a) rationally based on the
perception of the witness, and (b) helpful to a clear understanding of the witness' testimony
or the determination of a fact in issue, and (c) not based on scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.
Rule 702.

Testimony by Experts

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an
opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data, (2) the
testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied
the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.
Rule 703. Bases of Opinion Testimony by Experts
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an opinion or inference
may be those perceived by or made known to the expert at or before the hearing. If of a type
reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in forming opinions or inferences
upon the subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence in order for the
opinion or inference to be admitted. Facts or data that are otherwise inadmissible shall not
be disclosed to the jury by the proponent of the opinion or inference unless the court
determines that their probative value in assisting the jury to evaluate the expert's opinion
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substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect.
Rule 704. Opinion on Ultimate Issue
(a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), testimony in the form of an opinion or inference
otherwise admissible is not objectionable because it embraces an ultimate issue to be
decided by the trier of fact.
(b) No expert witness testifying with respect to the mental state or condition of a defendant
in a criminal case may state an opinion or inference as to whether the defendant did or did
not have the mental state or condition constituting an element of the crime charged or of a
defense thereto. Such ultimate issues are matters for the trier of fact alone.
Rule 705. Disclosure of Facts or Data Underlying Expert Opinion
The expert may testify in terms of opinion or inference and give reasons therefor without
first testifying to the underlying facts or data, unless the Court requires otherwise. The
expert may in any event be required to disclose the underlying facts or data on cross
examination.
ARTICLE VIII.

HEARSAY

Rule 801. Definitions
The following definitions apply under this article:
(a) Statement. - A “statement” is an oral or written assertion or nonverbal conduct of a
person, if it is intended by the person as an assertion.
(b) Declarant. - A “declarant” is a person who makes a statement.
(c) Hearsay. – “Hearsay” is a statement, other than one made by the declarant while
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted.
(d) Statements which are not hearsay. A statement is not hearsay if-(1) Prior statement by witness. - The declarant testifies at the trial or hearing and is
subject to cross examination concerning the statement and the statement is (A)
inconsistent with the declarant’s testimony, and was given under oath subject to
the penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or other proceeding, or in a deposition,
or (B) consistent with the declarant’s testimony and is offered to rebut an
express or implied charge against the declarant of recent fabrication or improper
influence or motive, or (C) one of identification of a person made after
perceiving the person; or
(2) Admission by party-opponent. The statement is offered against a party and is (A)
the party's own statement in either an individual or a representative capacity or
(B) a statement of which the party has manifested an adoption or belief in its
truth, or (C) a statement by a person authorized by the party to make a statement
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concerning the subject, or (D) a statement by the party's agent or servant
concerning a matter within the scope of the agency or employment, made during
the existence of the relationship, or (E) a statement by a coconspirator of a party
during the course and in furtherance of the conspiracy. The contents of the
statement shall be considered but are not alone sufficient to establish the
declarant's authority under subdivision (C), the agency or employment
relationship and scope thereof under subdivision (D), or the existence of the
conspiracy and the participation therein of the declarant and the party against
whom the statement is offered under subdivision (E).
Rule 802. Hearsay Rule
Hearsay is not admissible except as provided by these Rules.
Rule 803. Hearsay Exceptions, Availability of Declarant Immaterial
The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule, even though the declarant is available
as a witness:
(1) Present sense impression. - A statement describing or explaining an event or condition
made while the declarant was perceiving the event or condition, or immediately thereafter.
(2) Excited utterance. - A statement relating to a startling event or condition made while
the declarant was under the stress of excitement caused by the event or condition.
(3) Then existing mental, emotional, or physical conditions. - A statement of the
declarant’s then existing state of mind, emotion, sensation, or physical condition (such as
intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain, and bodily health), but not including a
statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless it relates to
the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant’s will.
(4) Statements for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment. Statements made for
purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment and describing medical history, or past or
present symptoms, pain, or sensations, or the inception or general character of the cause or
external source thereof insofar as reasonably pertinent to diagnosis or treatment.
(5) Recorded recollection. A memorandum or record concerning a matter about which a
witness once had knowledge but now has insufficient recollection to enable the witness to
testify fully and accurately, shown to have been made or adopted by the witness when the
matter was fresh in the witness' memory and to reflect that knowledge correctly. If
admitted, the memorandum or record may be read into evidence but may not itself be
received as an exhibit unless offered by an adverse party.
(6) Records of regularly conducted activity. - A memorandum, report, record, or data
compilation, in any form, of acts, events, conditions, opinions, or diagnoses, made at or
near the time by, or from information transmitted by, a person with knowledge, if kept in
the course of a regularly conducted business activity, and if it was the regular practice of
that business activity to make the memorandum, report, record, or date compilation, all as
shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness, unless the source of
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information or the method or circumstances of preparation indicate lack of trustworthiness.
The term “business” as used in this paragraph includes business, institution, association,
profession, occupation, and calling of every kind, whether or not conducted for profit.
(18) Learned treatises. - To the extent called to the attention of an expert witness upon
cross examination or relied upon by the expert witness in direct examination, statements
contained in published treatises, periodicals, or pamphlets on a subject of history, medicine,
or other science or art, established as a reliable authority by the testimony or admission of
the witness or by other expert testimony or by judicial notice. If admitted, the statements
may be read into evidence but may not be received as exhibits.
(21) Reputation as to character. - Reputation of a person’s character among associates or
in the community.
(22) Judgment of previous conviction. - Evidence of a final judgment, entered after a trial
or upon a plea of guilty (but not upon a plea of nolo contendere), adjudging a person guilty
of a crime punishable by death or imprisonment in excess of one year, to prove any fact
essential to sustain the judgment, but not including, when offered by the Government in a
criminal prosecution for purposes other than impeachment, judgments against persons other
than the accused.
Rule 804. Hearsay Exceptions, Declarant Unavailable
(a) Definition of unavailability. “Unavailability as a witness” includes situations in which
the declarant
(1) is exempted by ruling of the court on the ground of privilege from testifying
concerning the subject matter of the declarant’s statement; or
(2) persists in refusing to testify concerning the subject matter of the declarant’s
statement despite an order of the court to do so; or
(3) testifies to a lack of memory of the subject matter of the declarant’s statement; or
(4) is unable to be present or to testify at the hearing because of death or then existing
physical or mental illness or infirmity; or
(5) is absent from the hearing and the proponent of a statement has been unable to
procure the declarant’s attendance (or in the case of a hearsay exception under
subdivision (b)(2), (3), or (4), the declarant’s attendance or testimony) by process
or other reasonable means. A Declarant is not unavailable as a witness if
exemption, refusal, claim of lack of memory, inability, or absence is due to the
procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of a statement for the purpose of
preventing the witness from attending or testifying.
(b) Hearsay exceptions: The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule if the declarant
is unavailable as a witness:
(1) Former testimony. Testimony given as a witness at another hearing of the same or a
different proceeding, or in a deposition taken in compliance with law in the course
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of the same or another proceeding, if the party against whom the testimony is now
offered or, in a civil action or proceeding, a predecessor in interest, had an
opportunity and similar motive to develop the testimony by direct, cross, or redirect
examination.
(2) Statement under belief or impending death. In a prosecution for homicide or in a
civil action or proceeding, a statement made by a declarant while believing that the
declarant’s death was imminent, concerning the cause or circumstances of what the
declarant believed to be impending death.
(3) Statement against interest. A statement which was at the time of its making so far
contrary to the declarant’s pecuniary or proprietary interest, or so far tended to
subject the declarant to civil or criminal liability, or to render invalid a claim by the
declarant against another, that a reasonable person in the declarant’s position would
not have made the statement unless believing it to be true. A statement tending to
expose the declarant to criminal liability and offered to exculpate the accused is not
admissible unless corroborating circumstances clearly indicate the trustworthiness
of the statement.
(4) Statement of personal or family history. (A) A statement concerning the declarant’s
own birth, adoption, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by blood, adoption,
or marriage, ancestry, or other similar fact of personal or family history, even
though declarant had no means of acquiring personal knowledge of the matter
stated; (B) a statement concerning the foregoing matters, and death also, of another
person, if the declarant was related to the other by blood, adoption, or marriage or
was so intimately associated with the other’s family as likely to have accurate
information concerning the matter declared.
(5) Forfeiture by wrongdoing. A statement offered against a party that has engaged or
acquiesced in wrongdoing that was intended to, and did, procure the unavailability
of the declarant as a witness.
Rule 805. Hearsay within Hearsay
Hearsay included within hearsay is not excluded under the hearsay rule if each part of the
combined statement conforms with an exception to the hearsay rule provided in these rules.
ARTICLE IX.

AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTIFICATION – Not Applicable

ARTICLE X.

CONTENTS OF WRITING, RECORDINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS –
Not Applicable

ARTICLE XI.

OTHER – Not Applicable
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D. Code of Proper Conduct
1. Students promise to compete with the highest standards of deportment, showing respect for
their fellow-students, opponents, judges, coaches, community members, and tournament
personnel. Competitors should focus on accepting defeat and success with dignity and restraint.
Trials will be conducted honestly, fairly, and with the utmost civility. All participants should
act in accordance with these norms for behavior at all times at MCCE events. Students will
avoid all tactics they know are wrong or in violation of the Rules, including the use of unfair
extrapolations. Students will not willfully violate the Rules of the competition in spirit or in
practice. Your integrity matters.
2. Teacher-Sponsors agree to focus attention on the educational value of the Mock Trial
Tournament. They must discourage willful violations of the Rules. Teachers will instruct
students as to proper procedure and decorum and will assist their students in understanding and
abiding by the tournament’s Rules and this Code of Conduct. They have an affirmative
obligation to promote conduct and decorum in accordance with the Tournament’s Rules and
this Code of Conduct.
3. Attorney and community coaches agree to uphold the highest standards of the legal profession
and will zealously encourage fair play. They have an affirmative obligation to promote conduct
and decorum in accordance with the Tournament’s Rules and this Code of Conduct. AttorneyCoaches are reminded that they are in a position of authority and thus serve as positive role
models for the students.
4. Trial Viewing/Scouting. No team members, alternates, attorney-coaches, teacher-sponsors, or
any other persons associated with the team’s preparation may view other teams in competition
so long as they remain in competition themselves.
5. Coaching during Trial. Once the trial begins no coaching is permitted by anyone for the
duration of the trial. Student attorneys may consult with one another and with their witnesses.
To avoid even the appearance of impropriety, no communication of any kind is allowed
between the students participating in the case (the three attorneys and the three witnesses) and
other team members, coaches, or observers until after closing arguments.
6. Teams and observers may not go anywhere in the building other than the assigned courtrooms,
the cafeteria/designated eating areas, and the restrooms.
7. Food or beverages may NOT be brought into the courtrooms or anywhere other than the
cafeteria/designated eating areas.
8. For the first morning and afternoon trials, teams and observers may NOT enter the courtrooms
until given permission to do so by the Court Officer, room supervisor, or tournament staff.
9. Teams and observers may not: a) touch any equipment, papers, exhibits, etc. that are not
associated with the Tournament, b) erase anything written on a chalkboard unless written
during a previous Tournament round, c) move anything in an assigned courtroom (including
podium and chairs) without permission from a judge, d) move anything that does not belong to
a team member or observer from one courtroom to another.
10. If a team videotapes any of its trials, that videotape is the sole property of the team and may not
be made available to any other schools, including through social media, for any reason,
especially for the purposes of scouting, etc.
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Code of Proper Conduct continued…
Signature Form
2018-19 Michigan High School Mock Trial Tournament
A copy of the Code must be signed by all team members and coaches and submitted by a team
coach when s/he registers the team at the registration table between 7:45 and 8:15 a.m. on the
day of the Tournament.

____________________________________________________________________________
(Name of School)
We, the undersigned, have read the Code of Proper Conduct and agree to uphold it throughout
our participation in the 2018-19 Michigan High School Mock Trial Tournament:
Students: Type or print names clearly; sign name next to it.

Coaches and Educators:

Date:_____________________
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E. Sample Official Team Roster
OFFICIAL TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ID _______

Plaintiff Case
Attorney 1
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine: _____________________.

Attorney 2
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine: _____________________.

Attorney 3
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine:______________________.

Timekeeper
Timekeeper name:_________________________.
Kelly Simon will be portrayed by ____________________ (Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.
Morgan Pearce will be portrayed by ____________________ (Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.
Lynn Roper, Ph.D. will be portrayed by ____________________ (Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.

Defense Case
Attorney 1
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine: ______________________.

Attorney 2
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine: ______________________.

Attorney 3
Student name:____________________.
Name of witness they will examine: ______________________.

Timekeeper
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Timekeeper name:_________________________.
Terry Swift will be portrayed by ____________________(Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.
Jamie Hagar, Ed. D. will be portrayed by _________________(Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.
Aubrey Brady will be portrayed by ____________________(Student Name).
Male or Female. Circle one.
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F. Judge’s Instructions
1. Materials. Every judge should have the Rules and Case Materials and the Judges Scoring
Packet.
2. Judges roles and Location. The Presiding Judge (as designated by the Tournament Director)
should sit alone behind the bench and act as a judge presiding at a common law trial. Rulings
should be made according to the Tournament Rules and the Case Materials. Rules of
Evidence are adapted from the Federal Rules of Evidence. The two other Judges should sit in
the jury box throughout the trial as the jury. They should not participate in rulings by the
Presiding Judge in conducting the trial.
3. Opening Court. The trial should commence in accordance with Rule 10.
4. Role of Presiding Judge. The Presiding Judge has a delicate task and restraint is required. A
trial is an adversarial proceeding and this Tournament is a competition as well. The central
goal is to give the participating young people a positive educational experience. But it would
be unfair and contrary to the idea of law if one side or the other was given an unfair
advantage. Obviously the judge must be evenhanded. Moreover, the judge should avoid
injecting him or herself into the examination of witnesses even though in a real case that
would be appropriate. Otherwise one side will gain an advantage they have not earned. In
addition, the judge should take special care to avoid intimidating the student lawyers and
witnesses so they feel comfortable and free to act at the true level of their capacity. The judge
should be encouraging to both sides and still maintain the essential form of a trial.
5. Scoring Student’s Performances. All of the Judges should score the teams according to the
instructions in the Guidelines for Performance Rating Sheet. All Judges should familiarize
themselves with that sheet in advance of the Tournament.
6. Court Officer. Every attempt will be made to have one court officer in each courtroom. In
the event that is not possible, Court Officers will be assigned to a set of 2-4 courtrooms.
Court Officers act as a liaison to the Tournament Director, keep time, swear in witness,
collect and check score sheets, and generally assist and advise the judges. Court Officers also
track the overall time of the trial to ensure that judges complete feedback in time to allow
competitors to reach their next round of competition.
7. Questions Regarding Tournament Rules. If questions arise regarding application of the
Tournament Rules, the Presiding Judge should entertain arguments by the attorneys regarding
construction of the Rules and should encourage the attorneys to make reference to the Rule in
question. The Presiding Judge has the sole authority to make decisions about the conduct of
the trial.
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8. Procedure at End of Trial. The presiding judge will clear the courtroom (Unless chambers
are available) and the Judges should total the scores for each side. After all Judges have
completed their Rating Sheets, the Presiding Judge will reconvene the proceedings. The
Court Officer will take all of the Rating Sheets to Tournament Headquarters. In the absence
of a Court Officer, the presiding judge will collect the three rating sheets and hold them until
they are collected by tournament staff. There is a limit of 10 minutes for the Judges to
complete the score sheets and 15 minutes for oral comments. In no event may the oral
comments extend beyond the two-hour limit set on the competition round. Judges are
encouraged to offer positive and constructive comments to the teams. Judges are not to
announce the scores or the winner or rule on the merits of the case.

G. Unfair Extrapolation
Background
Each team competing in the Michigan High School Mock Trial Tournament has been provided
with the same materials for this year’s problem. Since there are strict time limitations for the
examination of witnesses, opening statements and closing arguments, and so that all teams are
trying the same case, the trial is limited to the materials provided to each team. Information from
outside of the materials provided (known in the Tournament as “unfair extrapolation”) is not
permitted unless it is a minor detail used to humanize the case.
Thus a minor extrapolation of a fact not in the materials is permitted so long as it may be
reasonably inferred from the case materials and is neutral to both sides. For example, a fair
extrapolation would be background information such as the witness’s date of birth or place of
birth. An unfair extrapolation is one that strengthens the case of the party attempting to
extrapolate or which weakens the case of the other party.
A suggested procedure for dealing with this objection is as follows:
Dealing With an Unfair Extrapolation
When an opposing attorney objects on the basis of unfair extrapolation, the Presiding Judge
should ask the questioning Attorney if the information sought is in the materials provided for the
Tournament competition. If the Attorney says it is, he should be asked to point it out. If he can
point it out, it is not unfair extrapolation and the objection should be overruled.
If the Attorney admits that the information is not in the materials provided, or if he cannot point it
out, the Presiding Judge should then ask the questioning Attorney if the information sought is
neutral to both sides. (Practice Pointer: If the Attorney is fighting to get the information in, it is
probably not neutral to both sides or he/she wouldn’t be wasting his/her time.)
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If the Attorney claims it is neutral to both sides, yet it does not involve something innocuous like
a date or place of birth, then the Presiding Judge should sustain the objection since information
that is neutral to both sides is not going to help a court decide a case.
If the Attorney admits that the information sought is not neutral to both sides, then the objection
should be sustained as being unfair extrapolation.

H. Guidelines for Performance Rating
You are rating team performance, not the legal merits of the case presented. In deciding which
team (Attorneys and Witnesses) has made the better overall presentation in the case you are
judging, please use the following criteria. It is recommended that you use the “5–6” range as an
indication of an average performance, and adjust higher or lower for stronger or weaker
performances. Rating must be on a whole point basis (partial points not allowed).
Points
1–2

Performance
Not
Effective
(Poor)

Criteria for Rating Performance
Disorganized, unsure of self, illogical, uninformed,
demonstrates lack of preparation and understanding of task,
simply ineffective in communications.

3–4

Fair

Minimal performance and preparation; performance is passable
but lacks depth in terms of knowledge of task and materials;
communication lacks clarity and conviction.

5–6

Good (Average)

Good, but less than spectacular performance; has fundamental
understanding of task and can perform outside the “script” but
with less confidence that when using the “script”; grasps major
aspects of the case but does not convey a mastery of the case;
communications are clear and understandable but could be more
persuasive; acceptable but uninspired performance.

7–8

Excellent

Presentation is fluent, persuasive, clear and understandable;
organized materials and thoughts well and exhibits a mastery of
the case and of the materials provided; presentation was both
believable and skillful.

9–10

Outstanding

Thinks well on feet, is logical, keeps poise under duress;
performance was resourceful, original and innovative; can sort
out the essential from the non–essential and uses time
effectively to accomplish major objectives; knows how to
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emphasize vital points of trial.
Judges should consider the following criteria when rating each of the following segments of the
trial:
Opening Statement

In the opening statement, the attorney presented a clear description
of their theory of the case, setting forth what their proofs expected
to show and why the court should find in their favor.

Direct Examination

On direct examination of the witnesses, the attorney used nonleading, non-speculative and non-hearsay questions that brought out
key information for their side of the case. The attorney exhibited a
clear understanding of trial procedures and responded to objections
appropriately.

Cross Examination

On the cross-examination of the witnesses, the attorney effectively
impeached the witness or discredited the testimony. The attorney
obtained favorable testimony although the other side called the
witness. The attorney controlled the witness by asking good
leading questions, demanding a “yes” or “no” answer where
appropriate. The attorney exhibited a clear understanding of trial
procedures and argued objections appropriately.

Witnesses

The witnesses were believable in their characterizations and
convincing in their testimony. The witnesses were well prepared
for answering the questions posed under direct examination. The
witnesses responded well to questions posed under crossexamination.

Closing Argument

In the closing argument, the attorney effectively showed the reasons
for their side prevailing and pointed out the flaws in the other side’s
case. The attorney exhibited a clear understanding of the facts and
the law. The attorney effectively responded to unexpected
testimony or rulings.

Team Performance

Team Members were courteous, observed general courtroom
decorum, and spoke clearly and distinctly. Team members worked
together well. Team members had a coherent theory of the case.
Team members exhibited a clear understanding of the facts, issues,
and the law.
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I. Performance Rating Sheet
Judge:__________________________________________________
Round:

A.M. 1

A.M. 2

P.M. 1 (circle one)

Plaintiff: Team Number __________
Points: Poor (1-2);

Defense: Team Number _________

Fair (3-4); Average (5-6); Good (7-8);

Outstanding (9-10)

{Please consult Performance Rating Guidelines for explanation of rating criteria}
PLAINTIFF
Opening Statements:
Plaintiff
First Witness
Name:

Plaintiff
Second Witness
Name:

Plaintiff
Third Witness
Name:

Defense
First Witness
Name:

Defense
Second Witness
Name:

Defense
Third Witness

Direct examination
by attorney
Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance
Direct examination
by attorney
Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance
Direct examination
by attorney
Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance
Direct examination
by attorney
Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance
Direct examination
by attorney
Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance
Direct examination
by attorney
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DEFENSE

Name:

Cross examination by
attorney
Witness’s
Performance

CLOSING STATEMENTS (and rebuttal, if any):
Overall team performance (award 1-10 points):
TOTAL POINTS:
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J. Timekeepers’ Instructions (Court Officers and Student Timekeepers)
1. Materials. Every timekeeper should have this Tournament Packet and should read it before
the day of the competition.
2. Orientation. All timekeepers must attend the timekeepers’ orientation. Student timekeepers
may bring their own stopwatches, but stopwatches will be available on the day of the
tournament. Time will be provided to practice with the stopwatches during the orientation.
3. Procedure Before Trial. Timekeepers should sit at the clerk’s desk in front of the bench. If
using Student timekeepers, the trial may have two timekeepers (one from each team). If the
clerk’s desk is not large enough for both timekeepers, the timekeepers should coordinate with
the presiding judge to find a place to sit where the presiding judge can see the timekeepers
during the trial.
4. Procedure During Trial. Timekeepers should meet with their panels of judges prior to the
beginning of each trial. It is important that all parties understand their responsibilities during
the trial. Student timekeepers may inform the judges which team they represent, but may only
refer to their team by team number or by the side of the case that they represent.
Accurate timekeeping is very important. It is essential that timekeepers study the time limits
(See Rule 12 and the Time Sheet prior to the trial.)
5. Procedure After Closing Arguments. Student timekeepers should give their copies of time
sheets to the presiding judge and return to the gallery to await the judges’ comments with
their team.
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K. Time Sheet
Courtroom # __________ A.M. - 1st _____
Plaintiff – Team # __________

Plaintiff

Time

A.M. - 2nd _____ P.M. _____
Defense - Team # __________

Defense

Time

Opening Statement
(max 5 min)
Give 1 min warning at 4
minutes

Opening Statement
(max 5 min)
Give 1 min warning at 4
min

Plaintiff team has 25 min for
this entire section, give one
minute warning at 24 minutes

Defense team has 20 min
for this entire section, give
one minute warning at 19
minutes

S
T

A
R
T

1st Witness Direct Exam
1st Witness Redirect (optional)
2nd Witness Direct Exam
2nd Witness Redirect (optional)
3rd Witness Direct Exam
3rd Witness Redirect (optional)

1st Witness Cross Exam
1st Witness Re-cross
(optional)
2nd Witness Cross Exam
2nd Witness Re-cross Exam
3rd Witness Cross Exam
3rd Witness Re-cross Exam

Plaintiff team has 20 min for
this entire section, give one
minute warning at 19 minutes

Defense team has 25 min
for this entire section, give
one minute warning at 24
minutes

1st Witness Cross Exam
1st Witness Re-cross Exam
2nd Witness Cross Exam
2nd Witness Re-cross Exam
3rd Witness Cross Exam
3rd Witness Re-cross Exam

1st Witness Direct Exam
1st Witness Redirect Exam
2nd Witness Direct Exam
2nd Witness Redirect Exam
3rd Witness Direct Exam
3rd Witness Redirect Exam
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S
T
A
R
T

Each team is allowed 5 min for
their closing arguments,
Plaintiff is allowed to use part
of the time to follow the
Defense with a rebuttal.

Closing
Rebuttal

S
T
A
R
T
Closing
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L.

Court Officer Instructions

1. Materials. Every Court Officer should have the Tournament Packet and should read it before
the day of the competition.
2. Orientation. All Court Officers must attend the Court Officers’ orientation.
3. Procedure Before Trial. Court Officers should check in with the judges in their assigned
courtrooms to introduce themselves.
4. Procedure During Trial. Court Officers should keep an eye on the overall time during trial.
Each round is limited to two hours, and it is the Court Officer’s responsibility to keep the
rounds moving on time. (please see Timekeeper Instructions on p. 41)
Every attempt will be made to have one court officer in each courtroom. If enough Court
Officers are present, tournament staff may ask Court Officers to serve in other capacities for
the tournament.
5. Procedure After Closing Arguments. Court Officers should insure that all participants and
observers adhere to items 7 through 9 of the Code of Proper Conduct.
6. The Judges have 10 minutes to complete their Performance Rating Sheets. It is the Court
Officer’s responsibility to enforce this time limit. If the teams must wait in the hall while the
Judges are deliberating, the Court Officers should remind team members to not disturb other
courtrooms with noise.
7. When the Judges have completed their Performance Rating Sheets, the Court Officer will doublecheck the Performance Ratings Sheets using a calculator in the presence of the judges. The Court
Officers will then take all copies of the Performance Rating Sheets to Tournament Headquarters. The
teams are not to be told their scores or the winner of the trial.
8. After turning in the Performance Rating Sheets, the Court Officers will return to the courtroom and
watch the clock. If the judges’ comments threaten to exceed the allotted 15-minute limit or delay the
teams’ departure for their next round, or lunch, the Court Officers should firmly but politely tell the
Judges that time has expired.
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M. Dispute Form
MICHIGAN HIGH SCHOOL
MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION

DISPUTE FORM

(Please Print)
Round Number_________
Plaintiff Team Number_______ Defense Team Number________
Number of Team Lodging Dispute____________
Grounds for Dispute:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Initials of Team Spokesperson: ________________
Decision of Presiding Judge (CIRCLE ONE)

Hearing Granted

Hearing Denied

If hearing granted, response of opposing team:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
__

Initials of Opposing Team Spokesperson: _________________
Decision of presiding Judge (DO NOT ANNOUNCE)
_____________A substantial Rules Violation has occurred (report to panel).
_____________No substantial Rules Violation has occurred (do not repot to panel).
Reasons (s) for presiding judge’s decision:
_________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________
Signature of Presiding Judge
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N. Basic Trial Techniques
The following trial tips are being provided to acquaint students with basic trial techniques as they
prepare to be witnesses and attorneys in Mock Trials. These tips are adapted and modified in part
from the Wisconsin High School Mock Trial Tournament. These tips are an introduction to the
trial process and should be used to assist students understand that process. They are not intended to
be a substitute for the advice of Teacher and Attorney Coaches.
I. General Suggestions
A. Always be courteous to witnesses, other attorneys and judges.
B. Rise when addressing the judge.
C. Never address remarks to opposing counsel.
D. While natural movement of attorneys during trial is encouraged, do not approach the bench,
jury box or witness without permission from the judge.
E. Avoid making objections unless you are relatively sure that the judge will agree with you.
F. If the judge rules against you on a point or in the case, take the defeat gracefully and act
cordially toward the judge and jury and the opposing team.
II. Attorneys
A. Opening Statements
1. Objective: to acquaint the judge and jury with the case and to outline what you are
going to prove through witness testimony and the admission of evidence.
2. What should be included:
a. Introduction of you and your client.
b. A short summary of the facts.
c.

The burden of proof (amount of evidence needed to prove a fact) and who
has it.

d.

A clear and concise overview of the witnesses and physical evidence that
you will present and how each will contribute to proving your case.

e. What relief you are seeking.
3. Advice in presenting an opening statement
a. Appear confidant.
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b. Use eye contact when speaking to the judge and jury.
c.

Use the future tense in describing what you will do, i.e. "The facts will
show," or "Our witness testimony will prove that…"

d. Outline the case from your point of view.
e. Try not to read. Look up at the judge/jury occasionally.
f.

Learn your case thoroughly including the facts, law and burden of proof.

g. Do not exaggerate or offer facts that will not be proven.
h. Do not argue the law.
B. Direct Examination
1. Objective: to obtain information from favorable witnesses you call in order to prove
the facts of your case, to present your witness to the greatest advantage, to establish
your witness' credibility and to present enough evidence to get a favorable verdict.
2. What should be included:
a. Isolate exactly what information each witness can contribute to proving your
case and prepare a series of questions designed to obtain that information.
b. Be sure all items you need to prove your case will be presented through your
witness.
c. Use clear, simple questions.

3.

d. Never ask a question to which you do not know the answer.
Advice in presenting
a. Try to keep to the questions that you've practiced with your witnesses and
ask a limited number.
b. Be relaxed and clear in the presentation of your questions.
c. Listen to the answers.
d. Do not rush yourself or your witness so that the judge and jury cannot hear
or understand the question or answer.
e. Be sure to have all documents marked for identification before you refer to
them at trial. Then refer to it by its name/number (i.e. Exhibit 1 or Exhibit
A).
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f. Avoid leading questions. These are questions that suggest the answer
desired by the questioning attorney to the witness and often only require a
"yes" or "no" answer.
g. Avoid complex and verbose questions.
h. Avoid redundant, monotonous questioning.
i. When your facts are in evidence, cease questioning.
C. Cross-examination
1. Objective: to obtain favorable information from witnesses called by the opposing
counsel, and if a witness has no testimony favorable to your case, to make that
witness less believable.
2. Some of the types of questions to ask:
a. Impeachment: These are questions that reflect on a witness' credibility by
showing that s/he has given a contrary statement at another time. Counsel
may impeach a witness by use of the witness statement. If counsel chooses
to proceed in this manner because a witness testifies inconsistently with his
statement, wait until cross-examination. First, show opposing counsel the
passage in the statement and then, having obtained the Judge's permission to
approach the witness, hand the witness the statement. Counsel should ask
questions of that witness that establish the witness made the statement. Then
the attorney can read aloud, or ask the witness to read aloud, the part of the
statement the attorney claims is inconsistent with the witness' testimony.
The attorney may then further question the witness about the inconsistency
or leave the matter for closing arguments.
b. Questions that indicate bias or prejudice or that the witness has a personal
interest in the outcome of the case (i.e. tenant testifying against former
landlord on trial for shoplifting who evicted tenant a month earlier).
c. Questions that weaken the testimony of the witness by showing that his or
her opinion is questionable (i.e. a person with poor eyesight claims to have
observed all of the details of a fight that took place over 50 yards away).
d. Admissions or other testimony that is helpful to your case.
3. Advice in Presenting
a. Anticipate each witness' testimony and write your questions accordingly, but
be ready to adapt your questions at trial depending on the actual testimony
elicited during direct exam.
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b. In general, only ask leading questions.
c. Always listen to the witness' answer.
d. Avoid giving the witness an opportunity to re-emphasize the points made
against your case during direct exam.
e. Do not give the witness an opportunity to explain anything. Keep to the
"yes" or "no" answers whenever possible.
f. Do not harass or attempt to intimidate the witness or quarrel with the
witness.
D. Objections
1. Objections are a normal, natural part of any trial. Their purpose is to present to the
judge a rule of evidence that will bar an answer to the question asked (or result in
striking an answer from the record if already given). In mock trials, they may also
be used to bring a procedural problem to the judge's attention, such as an unfair
extrapolation or continuing past the expiration of time.
2. If you are asking questions either on direct exam or cross-exam and an attorney
from the other side objects to your questions remember:
a. Do not panic, objections are normal.
b. Think about why you decided to ask the particular question in the first place
(i.e. if on direct, is it a question that is relevant to proving your case? If on
cross, is it asked to impeach the witness by showing bias?)
3. If you are the objecting party remember:
a. If you are going to object, try to do so before the witness answers the
question.
b. Have the specific objection in mind when you do so. For example, you may
say, "Objection Your Honor, the witness is being asked to provide hearsay
testimony."
c. Be prepared to explain to the judge why the question is objectionable and
why the witness cannot or should not be permitted to answer it.
E. Redirect/Re-cross (Optional)
1. Objective: to rehabilitate a witness or repair damage done by your opponent.
2. Advice
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a. If the credibility or reputation for truthfulness of the witness has been
attacked on cross-examination, the attorney whose witness has been
damaged may wish to ask more questions.
b. Try to keep questions at a minimum and ask only those necessary to save the
witness' truth-telling image in the eyes of the judge and jury.
c. Limit questions to issues raised on cross-examination.
F. Closing Arguments
1. Objective: to provide a clear and persuasive summary of the evidence you presented
to prove the case, along with the weaknesses of the other side's case, and to argue
for your position.
2. What should be included:
a. This is your opportunity to put the pieces together for the jury and judge.
b. Isolate the issues and describe briefly how your presentation addresses these
issues.
c. Review the witnesses' testimony and physical evidence. Outline the
strengths of your side's witnesses and the weaknesses of the other side's
witnesses (i.e. bias, credibility or self-interest). Indicate why the physical
evidence admitted into evidence supports your case or weakens your
opponent's case. You may use these exhibits during your argument.
d. This is your opportunity to be an advocate. Forcefully argue your point of
view. Argue your case by stating how the law applies to the facts as you
have proven them.
e. This is also an opportunity to correct any misunderstandings that the judge
or jury may have.
f. Remind the judge and jury of the required burden of proof. If you have the
burden, tell how you have met it. If you don't, tell how the other side failed
to meet its burden.
g. Try not to read. Maintain eye contact or at least look up occasionally.
h. Be careful to adapt your closing argument at the end of the trial to reflect
what the witnesses actually said and what the physical evidence actually
showed.
i. Avoid using ridicule. Avoid illogical or confusing arguments.
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3. Plaintiff may reserve time for rebuttal. This is limited to the scope of Defense's
closing argument.
a. Listen to Defense's argument carefully.
b. Pick one or two main points to rebut that can be summarized in several
sentences.

III.

Witnesses

A. General Suggestions
1. Familiarize yourself with your witness statement.
2. If you are going to be testifying about records or documents, familiarize yourself
with them before coming to trial.
3. Listen carefully to the questions. Before you answer, make sure you understood
what has been asked. If you don't understand, ask that the question be repeated or
clarified.
4. When answering questions, speak clearly, don't mumble or mutter.
5. If the judge interrupts your answer or an attorney objects while you are answering,
stop talking. If an attorney objects to a question you are asked, do not begin your
answer until the judge tells you to do so.
B. Direct Examination
1. Advice in preparing and presenting
a.

Learn the case thoroughly, especially your witness statement.

b.

Review your testimony with your attorney. Know the questions that your
attorney will ask and prepare clear and convincing answers that contain the
information the attorney is trying to get you to say.

c.

Be relaxed as possible on the witness stand.

d.

Make sure that if you paraphrase or put any of the witness statement in your
own words, it is not inconsistent with or a material departure from the case
materials.

C. Cross-examination
1. Advice in preparing or presenting
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a. Think about all the possible weaknesses, inconsistencies or problems in your
statement and be prepared to answer questions about them as best as you
can.
b. Practice with your attorney, asking him/her to act as opposing counsel.
c. Be as relaxed and in control as possible.
d. Listen to the question carefully and make sure you understand what is being
asked before you answer it. If you don't understand the question ask for it to
be clarified. If you didn't hear the question, ask that it be repeated.
e. Do not panic if the judge or an attorney asks you a question you haven't
rehearsed. Think about your statement and the case materials and answer the
question when you are ready.
f. Be sure your testimony is never inconsistent with, nor a material departure
from the case materials.
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CASE SUMMARY
Jordan Simon was a seemingly healthy 17-year old high school senior. He
attended a well-known private high school, Spartan Academy, where he
established himself as a star sprinter and was competing for a NCAA Division I
University track scholarship at the time of his unexpected deadly heart attack.
The autopsy revealed the steroid Erythropoietin (EPO) in his bloodstream. EPO is
used medically to treat certain forms of anemia. EPO has also been known to
improve athletic performance, because it increases the oxygen-carrying capacity of
blood. Conversely, EPO also increases the blood viscosity, which can cause the
blood to clot and clog capillaries, resulting in a heart attack.
At hand is the question of negligence. Jordan’s surviving parent, Kelly Simon,
filed a lawsuit against Spartan Academy and the track coach claiming Spartan
Academy and Terry Swift encouraged Jordan to use steroids, should have known
he was using steroids, and taken steps to stop his steroid use. The coach and
Spartan Academy deny Kelly Simon’s claims and contend that Jordan Simon
assumed the risk of using steroids; and advance that Kelly Simon was
comparatively negligent in not discovering Jordan was using steroids, and not
taking steps to stop his steroid use.
Explore the case and the law with your school’s Mock Trial teams. Assess for
yourself who has liability for Jordan’s death.
This is a bifurcated trial on the issue of liability only; damages are not at issue.

This case summary is not to be used as evidence in the case, but rather is
provided for background purposes only.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
The Michigan Center for Civic Education’s 2018-2019 High School Mock
Trial case is based on the use of steroids. The information obtained in this case
is intended to educate students about the dangers of steroid use and does not
in any way support the use of steroids. If you or someone you know is using
steroids, please seek the help of school counselors or other trusted advisors
immediately.
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PLEADINGS
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COMPLAINT
(A complaint is the document that a Plaintiff files with the court to start a lawsuit.
It contains the Plaintiff’s version of the facts of the case.
A Plaintiff must prove the facts in the case. It is up to the jury to decide the facts.)

AND

ANSWER
(An answer is the document that a Defendant files in response to the Complaint.
The Defendant must address each of the points in the Complaint
and give his/her version of the facts.)
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF ERIE
KELLY SIMON, individually,
and as the personal representative
of the Estate of Jordan Simon
Plaintiff,
vs.
TERRY SWIFT, and
SPARTAN ACADEMY,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 2019-0001-CV

COMPLAINT

JURY TRIAL REQUESTED

The Plaintiff alleges, and shall prove, that:
(Negligence / Wrongful Death)
1.

Plaintiff, Kelly Simon, is the parent and duly qualified, appointed, and acting
personal representative of the Estate of Jordan Simon, (hereinafter
“Decedent”).

2.

Decedent was a resident of Erie County, Michigan.

3.

Plaintiff resides in Erie County, Michigan.

4.

Terry Swift (“Swift”) resides in Erie County, Michigan. At all relevant
times, Swift was the track coach at Spartan Academy (“Spartan”).

5.

Spartan is a private high school with its principal place of business in Erie
County, Michigan.

6.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court.

7.

Decedent died unexpectedly of a heart attack on May 6, 2018.

8.

Decedent began competitive sprinting in grade school. Decedent enrolled as
a freshman and joined the track team at Spartan during the 2014-15 school
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year. At the time of his death, the Decedent was a 17-year old senior at
Spartan and was a star sprinter on Spartan’s track team.
9.

An autopsy and laboratory tests confirmed Decedent’s bloodstream
contained extremely high levels of a steroid known as Erythropoietin
(“EPO”). EPO is a steroid commonly used without a doctor’s prescription or
supervision by sprinters and other endurance athletes to improve their
performance. It is not legal without a doctor’s prescription.

10.

The EPO in the Decedent’s system caused the Decedent’s fatal heart attack.

11.

The Decedent never had a doctor’s prescription for EPO.

12.

Defendants had a duty to (among other things): (a) monitor Spartan’s student
athletes for the use of illegal performance-enhancing drugs; (b) warn
Spartan’s student athletes regarding the dangers and risks associated with the
use of illegal performance-enhancing drugs; and (c) discourage Spartan’s
student athletes from using illegal performance-enhancing drugs
(collectively, the “Duties”).

13.

Defendants breached their Duties to Decedent, by (among other things): (a)
failing to monitor Decedent for the use of illegal performance-enhancing
drugs; (b) failing to warn Decedent regarding the dangers and risks
associated with the use of illegal performance-enhancing drugs; and (c)
expressly and/or implicitly encouraging Decedent to use illegal
performance-enhancing drugs.

14.

Defendants’ breach of one or more of these Duties proximately caused
Decedent’s death.

15.

Plaintiff seeks damages for the estate of the Decedent for the financial loss
caused by Defendants’ breach of their Duties, and individually seeks
damages for the emotional and physical injuries Plaintiff suffered as a result
of the Decedent’s death caused by Defendants’ breach of their duties.

16.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants for:
a.
Damages in an amount to be proven at trial;
b.
An award of taxable costs; and
c.
Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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The Brown Law Firm, LLC

Christopher J. Brown, Jr.
Christopher J. Brown, Jr.
Attorney for the Plaintiff
Post Office Box 112233
Columbia, Michigan 29200
(555) 588-0987

Columbia, Michigan
August 27, 2018
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF ERIE
KELLY SIMON, individually, and as the
personal representative of the Estate
of Jordan Simon
Plaintiff,
vs.
TERRY SWIFT, and
SPARTAN ACADEMY,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 2019-0001-CV

ANSWER

JURY TRIAL REQUESTED

The Defendants in this matter, answering the Plaintiff’s Complaint, allege as
follows:

1.

Each and every allegation in the Plaintiff’s Complaint, unless specifically
admitted herein, is denied.

2.

Upon information and belief, admit the allegations in paragraph 1.

3.

Upon information and belief, admit the allegations in paragraph 2.

4.

Upon information and belief, admit the allegations in paragraph 3.

5.

Admit the allegations in paragraph 4.

6.

Admit the allegations in paragraph 5.

7.

Admit the allegations in paragraph 6.

8.

Upon information and belief, admit the allegations in paragraph 7.

9.

Admit (a) Decedent enrolled as a freshman and joined the track team at
Spartan Academy (“Spartan”) during the 2014-2015 school year, and (b) at
the time of the Decedent’s death he was a 17-year old senior, and on
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Spartan’s track team; and are without sufficient information and knowledge
to admit the remaining allegations in Paragraph 8.
10. Without sufficient information and knowledge to admit or deny the
allegations in paragraph 9; these allegations are denied.
11. Deny the allegations in paragraph 10.
12. Deny the allegations in paragraph 11.
13. Deny the allegations in paragraph 12.
14. Deny the allegations in paragraph 13.
15. Deny the allegations in paragraph 14.
16. Deny the allegations in paragraph 15.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

Plaintiff’s claims are barred as the sole negligence of Jordan and/or Plaintiff
caused Decedent’s death.

2.

Plaintiff’s claims are barred by Decedent’s and Plaintiff’s comparative
negligence.

3.

Plaintiff’s claims are barred by Decedent’s and Plaintiff’s assumption of the
risk.

4.

Defendants may learn of additional affirmative defenses during the course of
discovery, and reserve the right to amend this Answer to assert such
affirmative defenses.
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WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for:
a.
b.
c.

Judgment dismissing Plaintiff’s claims with prejudice;
An award of their taxable costs; and
Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Law Offices of Sara Cavanaugh, LLC

Sara Cavanaugh
Sara Cavanaugh
Attorney for the Defendant
Law Offices of Sarah Cavanaugh, LLC
Post Office Drawer 3423
Columbia, Michigan 29200
(555) 777-0099
Columbia, Michigan
September 12, 2018
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF ERIE

)
)
)
KELLY SIMON, individually, and as the )
personal representative of the Estate
)
of Jordan Simon
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
TERRY SWIFT, and
)
SPARTAN ACADEMY,
)
)
Defendants.
)

No. 2019-0001-CV

STIPULATIONS

The parties agree and stipulate to the following:
Stipulations
1.

This case is governed by the laws of the state of Michigan. The parties are
bound by the law set forth in the Jury Charges. The parties may not argue or
present any statutory or case law other than what is cited in the Jury
Charges.

2.

There are no defects in the pleadings. The Defendants have properly
appeared and answered. The Court has jurisdiction over the parties. All
questions of fact are being submitted to the jury. Questions of law will be
decided by the Court.

3.

Authenticity (but not foundation) is stipulated for all exhibits; provided the
admissibility of Exhibits #3 and #4 is stipulated, and Exhibits #3 and #4 may
be offered into evidence by either party without further foundation.

4.

All exhibits included in the case materials are authentic and are accurate
copies of the originals. No objections to the authenticity of the exhibits will
be entertained but, with the exception of Exhibits #3 and # 4, other
objections not founded upon authenticity may be argued by either party. The
only exhibits to be used at the trial are those included in the case
materials. The signatures on the witness statements and all other documents
are authentic.

5.

All witness statements were signed under oath by each witness.
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6.

Kelly Simon, Morgan Pearce, and Lynn Roper are to be called as witnesses
by the Plaintiff; they may not be called by the Defendants. Terry Swift,
Jamie Hagar, and Aubrey Brady are to be called as witnesses by the
Defendants; they may not be called by the Plaintiff. None of the witnesses
may be treated as adverse to the party calling them.

7.

Morgan Pearce’s gender is male and should be played as male gender for the
purposes of this Mock-Trial. No other witnesses have gender restrictions.

8.

The coroner, R.C. Snyder, is deceased.

9.

The analysis of the handwritten notations beginning with “I-“ in the last
column on Exhibit #11, Training Schedule, were inconclusive as to the
author.

10.

The charge of the Court is accurate in all respects, and no objections to the
Charge will be entertained.

11.

James Wainwright and Ms. Andrews are not available for trial.

12.

Parties stipulate no information from World Anti-Doping Agency’s
(WADA) website (www.wada-ama.org) that is not contained in the case
materials is admissible.

13.

The words below are to be pronounced accordingly:

Amphetamine
Brachycardia
Cortisone
Erythropoietin (EPO)
Glycoprotein
Hematocrit

Word Broken
Into Syllables
am-fet-uh-meen
brach-y-car-di-a
cor-ti-sone
e-ryth-ro-poi-e-tin
gly-co-pro-tein
he-mat-o-crit

Hydrocortisone

hy-dro-cor-ti-sone

Kinesiology
Methamphetamine
Paraphernalia
Polycythemia
Prednisone
Stanozolol
U.S.E.

ki-ne-si-ol-o-gy
meth-am-phet-a-mine
par-a-pher-na-lia
pol-y-cy-the-mi-a
pred-ni-sone
stan-o-zo-lol
U-ess-E

Word
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Pronunciation
am-‘fe-tə-,mēn
brāk'ē-kär'dē-ə
kawr-tuh-zohn
ih-rith-roh-poi-i-tn
glahy-koh-proh-teen
hi-mat-uh-krit
hahy-druh-kawr-tuhzohn
ki-nee-see-ol-uh-jee
meth-am-fet-uh-meen
par-uh-fer-neyl-yuh
pŏl'ē-sī-thē'mē-ə
prěd'nĭ-sōn
stan-ə-zō-,lôl
U-ess-E

STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF ERIE

)

KELLY SIMON, individually, and as the
personal representative of the Estate)
of Jordan Simon
Plaintiff,
vs.
TERRY SWIFT, and
SPARTAN ACADEMY,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 2019-0001-CV

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

Note:
Jury instructions are NOT to be read to the jury on the
day of the Mock Trial Competition.
The Court hereby approves the following preliminary jury instructions in the
above-captioned case. It notes the presentation of evidence at trial may warrant
additional instructions, and it will consider those instructions at a later date.
A. The Jury: Finders of the Facts
Under our Constitution and code of laws, only you -- the jury -- can make the
findings of fact in this case. I am not permitted to tell you how I feel about the
evidence which has been presented. And throughout this trial, I have intended
to be fair and impartial toward each of the parties involved.
To determine the facts in this case, you will have to evaluate the credibility -or believability of witnesses. You are the sole judges of the credibility of the
witnesses, and, in passing upon their credibility, you may take into
consideration many things, such as:
(1) How would you describe the appearance and manner of the witness on the
stand, sometimes referred to as the demeanor of the witness?
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(2) Was the witness forthright or hesitant?
(3) Was the witness' testimony consistent, or did it contain discrepancies?
(4) What was the ability of the witness to know the facts about which he or
she testified?
(5) Did the witness have a cause or a reason to be biased and prejudiced in
favor of the testimony he or she gave?
(6) Was the testimony of the witness corroborated or made stronger by other
testimony and evidence, or was it made weaker or impeached by such
other testimony and evidence?
You can believe as much or as little of each witness' testimony as you think
proper. You may believe the testimony of a single witness against that of
many witnesses -- or the opposite. Of course, you do not determine the truth
merely by counting the number of witnesses presented by each side.
Throughout this process you have but one objective -- to seek the truth,
regardless of its source.
B. Circumstantial Evidence
There are two types of evidence generally presented during a trial -- direct
evidence and circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence is the testimony of a
person who asserts or claims to have actual knowledge of a fact, such as an
eyewitness. Circumstantial evidence is proof of a chain of facts and
circumstances indicating the existence of a fact in issue. The law makes
absolutely no distinction between the weight or value to be given to either
direct or circumstantial evidence. Nor is a greater degree of certainty required
of circumstantial evidence than of direct evidence.
You should weigh all the evidence in the case in arriving at a verdict.
C. The Judge: Instructor of the Law
The same Constitution and laws which designate and make you the finders of
the facts also make me the instructor of the law. You must accept the law as I
give it to you. If I am wrong, there is another place and time for that error to
be corrected. But for now, you must accept the law as I give it to you -- and I
caution you that that does not mean what you think the law should be, but
what I tell you it is.

D. Elements of a Cause of Action
To state a cause of action against a Defendant, the law requires a Plaintiff to
set out in his or her complaint the essential claims which make up that Cause
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of Action. In his or her complaint, the Plaintiff in this action has set forth the
essential claims of each cause of action, each of which is denied by the
Defendants.
E. Defenses
In his/her Answer to the Plaintiff's Complaint, the Defendants have set forth
various defenses.
The first defense is what is called a qualified general denial. By this defense,
the Defendants admit the truthfulness of certain claims --such as the time and
date of the occurrence -- but denies each and every claim that would make the
Defendants responsible for the Plaintiff's injuries.
By doing this, the Defendants are placing upon the Plaintiff the burden of
proving those necessary elements I told you about earlier.
In addition to this qualified general denial, the Defendants put forth defenses
to the particular Causes of Action. Those will be discussed with the specific
Causes of Action.
F. Burden of Proof
The Plaintiff has the burden of proof on his or her cause of action. He or she
must meet this burden by proving his or her claims by the preponderance -- or
the greater weight -- of the evidence. So, what is meant by the greater weight
of the evidence? Simply this, imagine a traditional set of scales. When the
case begins, the scales are even. After all the evidence has been presented, if
the scales should remain even or if they should tip -- ever so slightly -- in
favor of one side or the other, then the proponents will have failed to meet the
burden of proof, and your verdict should be for the other side.
If, on the other hand, those scales should tip –no matter how slightly -- in
favor of the proponents, then they will have met the burden of proof, and your
verdict would be for the proponents.
Of course, there is no way to weigh evidence, except through the exercise of
your good common sense and judgment. It is entirely a mental process -- and
the evidence you should give the most weight to is that which convinces you
of its truth, regardless of the source from which it comes.
G. Impartial Jury
Now you have been sworn to give all parties in this case a fair and impartial
trial, and when you have done so, you will have complied with your oath, and
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no one will have a right to criticize your verdict. You must not be influenced
by opinions or expressions of opinion you may have heard outside of this
courtroom, but rather should base your verdict only on the testimony of the
sworn witnesses who took the stand, along with the other evidence.
You must not be swayed by caprice, passion, prejudice, or improper sympathy
for or against any of the parties in this case. Remember, you have no friends
to reward or enemies to punish, and all parties are entitled to a fair and
impartial trial at your hands.
H. Wrongful Death
In this wrongful death action, the Plaintiff, as personal representative of the
Decedent’s estate, claims that the Decedent wrongfully died as a result of the
negligent acts or omissions of the Defendants.
Whenever the death of a person is proximately caused by the wrongful act or
neglect of another, and the act or neglect is one which would have entitled the
Decedent to recover damages if the Decedent had not died, the personal
representative of the estate of the Decedent may bring an action for wrongful
death. The personal representative has a right to recover compensatory
damages for the wrongful death.
I.

Negligence
The Plaintiff claims the Defendants were negligent and should compensate the
Plaintiff for the injuries the Plaintiff and the estate of Jordan Simon suffered
as a result of the Defendants’ negligence. In order to prove the Defendants
were negligent, the Plaintiff must prove by a preponderance, or greater
weight, of the evidence four things:
First, the Plaintiff must prove by a preponderance, or greater weight, of the
evidence the Defendants owed Jordon Simon a duty of care.
Second, the Plaintiff must prove by a preponderance, or greater weight, of the
evidence the Defendants breached that duty.
A “negligent act or omission” means a person has done something a
reasonable person would not have done or has failed to do something a
reasonable person would have done in the same or similar situation.
Third, the Plaintiff must prove by a preponderance, or greater weight, of the
evidence that damages resulted from the Defendants’ breach of duty.
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Fourth, the Plaintiff must prove by a preponderance, or greater weight, of the
evidence the damages were proximately caused by the Defendants’ breach of
duty.
This case is bifurcated, so damages are not at issue. As such, the Plaintiff need
not prove the extent of the injuries or damages at this time.
J.

Proximate Cause
“Proximate cause” is something that produces a natural chain of events which,
in the end, brings about the injury. It is the direct cause of the injury.
To prove that the Defendants’ negligence proximately caused the Plaintiff’s
injury, the Plaintiff must first prove causation in fact. This is proven by
showing that the injury would not have occurred, but for the Defendants’
negligence.
The Plaintiff must also prove legal cause. Legal cause is proven by showing
the injury was foreseeable. This means the injury occurred as a natural and
probable consequence of the Defendants’ negligence. The Plaintiff must
prove that some injury from the Defendants’ negligence was foreseeable, but
does not have to prove the particular injury that occurred was foreseeable.
However, the Defendants cannot be held responsible for things which could
not be expected to happen.
Proximate cause does not mean the only cause. The Defendants’ act can be a
proximate cause of the Plaintiff’s injury if it was at least one of the direct,
concurring causes of the injury.

K. Respondent Superior
An employer is liable for the negligent acts or omissions of its employees if
those acts or omissions are within the scope of their employment and
proximately cause injury to another person.
L. Assumption of the Risk
A person assumes the risk of injury when the person has knowledge of a
particular risk, appreciates its magnitude, and voluntarily subjects himself or
herself to the risk under circumstances that show the person’s willingness to
accept the particular risk.
Assumption of the Risk is an affirmative defense. This means the Defendants
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must prove by a preponderance, or greater weight, of the evidence that the
injured party had knowledge of a particular risk, appreciated its magnitude,
and voluntarily subjected himself or herself to the risk under circumstances
that show the person’s willingness to accept the particular risk.
M. Comparative Negligence
Under the doctrine of comparative negligence, the Plaintiff's negligence does
not automatically bar recovery unless such negligence exceeds that of the
Defendants. A Plaintiff in a negligence action may recover damages if his or
her negligence is not greater than that of the Defendants. The amount of the
Plaintiff's recovery shall be reduced in proportion to the amount of his or her
negligence.
You, the jury, must apportion fault between the Plaintiff and Defendants in a
negligence action. The Plaintiff may recover damages when his or her
negligence is not greater than the Defendants. The Plaintiff's damages;
however, are reduced in proportion to the amount of his or her negligence.
One of the defenses interposed by the Defendants is comparative negligence.
The Defendants, by their defense, in essence say this: Even if the jury should
find that we were at fault, the Plaintiff was more at fault than we were and the
fault of each of us combined and concurred with that of the other to act as the
proximate cause of the accident and, without which, the accident would not
have happened. In other words, it required the fault of each of us for the
accident to have happened, but the Plaintiff was more at fault than we were.

The Plaintiff has the burden of proving the negligence and fault, if any, of the
Defendants. The Defendants have the burden of proving the negligence and
fault, if any, of the Plaintiff and the degree of such.
Where negligence has been established on the part of both the Defendants and
the Plaintiff, then you must weigh or compare the respective contributions of
each person to the occurrence. Considering the conduct of each person
involved as a whole, you must determine whether one made a larger
contribution than the other.
You will express your determinations in the form of percentages on the Jury
Verdict Form. The percentages allocated between the Plaintiff and the
Defendants must total 100%. In assigning a degree of negligence to the
Plaintiff and to the Defendants, you may not allocate any portion of
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negligence to anyone other than the parties to this action.
N. Negligence: Duty of Care – Schools
Schools owe a duty of care and supervision to students while they are in the
custody and control of school officials, which includes all school meeting
times and authorized school activities. This duty includes the requirement to
refrain from conduct that is detrimental to the safety and well-being of
students.
O. Negligence: Organizational Standards
The standards of an organization may establish a duty of care for the
members of that organization if the standards are sufficiently clear, are in
writing, are distributed in a manner calculated to reach the members of the
organization, and concern the safety or health of its members or others to
whom the members owe a duty of care. All of these requirements must be met
in order for a standard to establish a duty of care.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
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of Jordan Simon
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vs.
TERRY SWIFT, and
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JURY VERDICT FORM

We, the jury, answer the following questions in this case:
1.

Was the Defendant Terry Swift OR the Defendant Spartan Academy negligent?
_____ YES - Go to Question 2
_____ NO - Stop deliberations

2.

Was negligence of one or more Defendants a proximate cause of the injuries to Jordan
Simon?
______ YES - Go to Question 3 ______ NO - Stop deliberations

3.

Was the Plaintiff Kelly Simon OR the Decedent Jordan Simon negligent?
______ YES - Go to Question 4 ______ NO - Go to Question 5

4.

Was the negligence of Kelly Simon or Jordan Simon a proximate cause of the Plaintiff’s
injuries?
______ YES - Go to Question 5 ______ NO – Do not assign any percentage to
Plaintiffs under question #5.
5. Using the combined negligence that proximately caused the Plaintiff’s injuries as one
hundred percent (100%), what percentage of that negligence is attributable to the Plaintiff
and what percentage is attributable to the Defendants? (The percentage must add up to
100%. It is not necessary for each Defendant to be assigned a percentage of negligence.
It is perfectly acceptable for a Defendant to be assigned a zero percentage (0%).)
Plaintiff - Kelly Simon
Plaintiff/ Decedent - Jordan Simon
Defendant - Terry Swift
Defendant - Spartan Academy

________%
________%
________%
________%
Total: ________%

Jury Foreperson Signature
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WITNESS LISTING

PLAINTIFF
Kelly Simon

Plaintiff / Parent

Morgan Pearce

Male Teammate / Friend

Lynn Roper, Ph.D.

Doctor

DEFENSE
Terry Swift
Jamie Hagar

Coach
Assistant Principal / Athletic Director

Aubrey Brady

Athletic Consultant
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Affidavit of
KELLY SIMON
1
2
3

1.

I am the 42-year-old only surviving parent of Jordan Simon. Jordan

was my only child and he died on May 6, 2018.
2.

My former spouse, Keane, and I found out we were expecting Jordan

4

right after we were married. Keane and I met at college, where we both were very

5

successful runners. Keane ran long distances and I was a sprinter.

6

3.

Keane died in a car accident when Jordan was only two years old. I

7

worked two, and often three, jobs to make sure I could take care of Jordan. I

8

wanted to make sure Jordan had a good life. I probably was not home enough, but I

9

had to do what it took to get food on the table and pay the bills.

10

4.

The insurance money from Keane’s death was set aside in a trust

11

account for Jordan. Until Jordan was 16 years old, I controlled the trust and I never

12

took money out of the trust. At times, I even worked 18 hours a day to make sure

13

we could get by without touching Jordan’s trust money. According to the terms of

14

the trust, when Jordan turned 16 years old, he could access the money and

15

withdraw funds without my consent.

16

5.

I knew Jordan had serious running talent, even when he was little. He

17

ran a 2-mile race at only six years old and finished before a lot of the adults. We

18

often ran together on the weekends and early in the mornings – it was our time

19

together. Jordan was a strong runner.
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20

6.

By sixth grade, Jordan could often beat me in sprints. Of course, I was

21

not in the best shape, but Jordan was really fast, particularly in the 100 meters. In

22

middle school, he set numerous school records. A few kids at other schools were

23

faster, but none had Jordan’s commitment to track.

24

7.

By eighth grade, Jordan met numerous high school track coaches.

25

Terry Swift from Spartan Academy, one of the top track coaches in the state, was

26

at Jordan’s middle school for a meeting during one of Jordan’s track meets. Jordan

27

was very excited about meeting Terry. I wish Terry had never come into our lives;

28

then I would not be walking past Jordan’s empty room every night. I blame Terry

29

Swift and Spartan Academy for Jordan taking steroids.

30

8.

Terry made quite an impression on Jordan. After meeting Terry,

31

Jordan talked all the time about going to Spartan, because it had one of the best

32

track programs in the state. The problem was Spartan was a really nice private

33

school – a school we could not afford without help, and Jordan’s grades were not

34

nearly good enough to qualify for an academic scholarship. It is not that Jordan

35

was not bright, but he was more interested in running than studying. Fortunately,

36

Terry recommended Jordan for a scholarship. Although Terry never said it, all

37

Jordan had to do was stay on the track team and keep doing really well, and Jordan

38

would get to stay at Spartan.
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39

9.

I know I put pressure on Jordan. I wanted to make sure he stayed at

40

Spartan. It was a good school. I also wanted Jordan to have the opportunity to have

41

a professional track career and have more visibility with the college recruiters.

42

10.

I remember when Jordan was 15, one day during our run. Jordan told

43

me Terry was applying loads of pressure on Jordan to take it to the next level.

44

Jordan had placed second in the last meet and Terry was angry. Jordan told me

45

Terry said college was on the line and so was next year’s tuition at Spartan. In

46

addition, more college recruiters started coming to the track meets and practices.

47

Jordan was getting more and more nervous.

48

11.

Much to my regret now, I told Jordan then that Terry was right. I

49

wanted Jordan to get into a good college. I wanted to make sure Jordan stayed at

50

Spartan. I remember telling Jordan about the extra training we were going to do

51

together. Instead, I got a promotion at one of my jobs to manager of the computer

52

training division, and I ended up working a whole lot more. I never got to do the

53

extra training with Jordan. In fact, I ended up putting more and more responsibility

54

on Jordan to manage the house. Jordan had to shop for groceries, do all the

55

laundry, run errands, and make dinner. Jordan probably had less time to train after

56

my promotion than before.

57

12.

Jordan asked me a few times if funds from the trust account were

58

available. I told him the funds would be available to him when he turned 16. I

59

never thought much of it. Jordan was a good kid and could be trusted. I assumed he
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60

was asking because he wanted to spend some money on girls. Access to the trust

61

account happened automatically; I never even thought to check the balance.

62

13.

In Jordan’s senior year, things were coming together – or so it seemed

63

– from a track standpoint. Jordan won every race. Jordan’s times were getting

64

faster and faster. I had never seen anything like it. I had never been able to improve

65

so fast, but I assumed Jordan was a better athlete than I had been. After all, he had

66

two parents who were good athletes.

67

14.

At home, Jordan was more and more withdrawn. I figured it was a

68

stage. I thought maybe he was having normal high school problems - you know,

69

relationships with girls, worries about getting good grades, getting into college -

70

but I did not really know how to address them, even if I had the time. Part of the

71

problem was Jordan never wanted to go on morning or weekend runs with me

72

anymore, saying, “they were unnecessary – there were other types of training for

73

great runners.” Jordan’s comments hurt my feelings, but I assumed he was like

74

most teenagers at a certain point who did not want to hang around with their

75

parents any more than they had to. I also thought maybe it was partly because

76

Jordan was angry with me because of the responsibilities he had that other kids his

77

age did not have. I thought his comment about “other types of training” was an

78

excuse. I never thought he was talking about steroids.

79
80

15.

During Jordan’s senior year, Jordan was sick a lot. Jordan often stayed

home with cold and flu-like symptoms. It seemed as if Jordan caught almost every
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81

bug going around that school year. Jordan also had lots of nosebleeds. I asked if we

82

should go to the doctor, but I got an ice-cold stare and Jordan said, “It is the price

83

of success.” My only thought was that he meant he was working out so hard to be a

84

great success that it sometimes wore him down.
16.

85

I also was worried about Jordan’s acne. Jordan always had perfect

86

skin, but all of a sudden Jordan’s back was covered with acne. I figured it was

87

hormonal and Jordan was already angry all the time – I did not want to bring up the

88

issue.

89

17.

In April 2018, I decided to buy Jordan a car as an early graduation

90

gift. I had been saving as much as I could. I thought about asking Jordan to pay for

91

car insurance from the trust. I decided to check the balance in the account. I saw

92

the account balance was down from around $50,000 to less than $25,000. I blew

93

my top. First, I called the bank and freaked out thinking the money was stolen out

94

of Jordan’s trust. The bank e-mailed copies of Jordan’s withdrawals, which are

95

marked as Exhibit #7. I could not believe my eyes.

96

18.

I went to Jordan’s track practice and in front of Terry I started yelling

97

at Jordan. I showed Jordan the withdrawal slips and demanded an explanation.

98

Jordan looked at both of us and said angrily, “You both know where the money is

99

going. You might as well buy it for me. How am I getting so good? Not from doing

100

dishes. Not from doing laundry.” Jordan’s eyes were narrowed and his face was

101

red with anger. He looked right at Terry and said, “You know – you explain it.” I
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102

asked Terry what Jordan meant and Terry said, “I will take care of it.” Jordan

103

stomped off and then practically ignored me for a couple of weeks. I could not get

104

anything else out of Jordan or Terry for that matter after that incident.
19.

105

I monitored the account and the money kept getting withdrawn, but I

106

did not know what to do to stop it. It was Jordan’s money, and he became so angry

107

when I brought up the trust account. I wish I had done something more – I do not

108

know what – but I wish I had done something.
20.

109

On the morning of May 6, 2018, Jordan’s school called me at work

110

and asked why Jordan was not there. This baffled me because Jordan had a big

111

track meet that day. Jordan always went to school on days of track meets, because

112

students could only participate if they attended school. I called home, but there was

113

no answer. I knew something was wrong, so I drove home as fast as I could. When

114

I got home I found Jordan. He was lying in bed with his eyes closed. I touched him

115

and instantly I felt my life was over. Jordan’s body was cold. I screamed and called

116

911.

117

21.

Since Jordan’s death, I have taken leave from work. I cannot function.

118

I am heavily medicated most of the time. My life is over. Everything I loved is

119

gone. Jordan was my son. I wanted him to have the life I never had and more. Now

120

he is dead at 17 years old.

121
122

22.

I finally found the strength to go through some of Jordan’s stuff. In a

shoebox in the back of Jordan’s closet I found a bunch of syringes and small
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123

bottles containing a clear liquid. I am sure it was the steroids. I threw the box

124

against the wall. Eventually, I gathered everything up and tossed it all in the trash.

125

23.

Later, as I was going through Jordan’s book bag, I found the

126

“Training Schedule” marked as Exhibit #11. At first, I thought it was simply

127

Jordan’s training schedule, and the training notations looked like Jordan’s

128

handwriting. It made me extremely sad. Then I realized some of the marks – the

129

ones starting with “I-.” The handwriting did not look like Jordan’s handwriting at

130

all. They did not make sense to me as a training schedule. I think they were

131

schedules for steroid injections - and I bet coach Terry wrote them. All Terry cared

132

about was winning.

133

24.

I tried to confront Terry with the training schedule, but Terry avoided

134

me after Jordan’s death. I know now it was because Terry had something to hide.

135

After I filed this lawsuit, I found out about the steroid scandal at U.S.E. where

136

Terry had been an assistant coach there. My attorney found the article “U.S.E.’s

137

Black Eyes & Nosebleeds,” which is marked as Exhibit #10. I will bet Terry was

138

doping those kids at U.S.E. too.

139

25.

After filing the lawsuit, I saw Exhibit #2: MIA Position Statement for

140

Jordan for his senior year, which was unsigned. This form is from the Michigan

141

Interscholastic Association (MIA). Although I now remember us having to sign a

142

form in prior years, Jordan never brought this form to me his senior year. I never

143

even thought about it until seeing the form now.
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26.

144

I did go to the meeting where assistant principal Jamie Hagar told the

145

parents we could pay for drug testing our own kids. I was offended by that not only

146

because they were going to make the parents pay for something they should be

147

doing, but also because I knew Jordan was a good kid and never would do drugs.

148

Obviously, I regret now not doing it, but I was not around Jordan during his

149

training as much as Terry. Terry should have noticed something.
27.

150

Most days I sit in Jordan’s room or lie on the bed and stare at the track

151

trophies and medals. I crave one more day with Jordan. One more run. One more

152

breakfast. One more conversation. I do not know how I can get through the rest of

153

my life without him. For now, I am trying to get through each minute with the pain

154

and loss of my son to steroids.

WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Kelly Simon
Kelly Simon

SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

Anthony Roberts
Anthony Roberts, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 10/24/19
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Affidavit of
MORGAN PEARCE
1

1.

I am 18 years old and live in Morrison, Michigan with my parents. I

2

am a freshman at Wateree Junior College where I am a member of the track team. I

3

graduated from Spartan Academy, where I also was on the track team.

4

2.

I have been running track since my freshman year at Spartan. I was

5

first introduced to track in my physical education (P.E.) class. My P.E. teacher was

6

Coach Terry Swift, who was also the track coach. Coach Swift also known as

7

“Coach” suggested I try out for the track team because I was the fastest person in

8

my class. Coach also told me I might qualify to get a scholarship to cover some, if

9

not all, of the tuition for attending Spartan.

10

3.

On the first day of tryouts, Coach told us about the school’s drug

11

policy. Coach said drugs were strictly prohibited. If we were caught with

12

marijuana, cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, or any other narcotic; we would be

13

kicked off the team and the police would be called. Then Coach gave us some MIA

14

form to sign like the one marked as Exhibit #2 saying we would not use drugs. We

15

went through the same process every year. Coach never said anything specifically

16

about not taking steroids. I never saw any posters such as the one labeled Exhibit

17

#5 or any other material about steroids in the locker room.

18
19

4.

I first met Jordan Simon during tryouts. Jordan also was a freshman

and had been running track for several years. Both of us ran the 100 meters. Jordan
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20

and I hit it off from the start. He was pretty nice and had a great personality – at the

21

time, that is. After tryouts, we both made the team. I was extremely happy, and so

22

were my parents, because to top it all off I got a scholarship covering 50% of my

23

tuition. Jordan and I started hanging out a good bit. Not only at practice, but

24

outside of practice too. We were pretty close, despite the fact Jordan was always a

25

little faster than I was and usually edged me out at track meets.

26

5.

Our first two years were pretty normal for track runners – I guess.

27

During the season we would pull two-a-days – working out and lifting weights in

28

the morning before class, and running at track practice after school. We usually

29

would meet at my locker right after our last class and head out to the field together.

30

Coach Swift gave us blank training schedule forms as a group. Coach would then

31

meet with us individually and make sure we had the proper training schedule for

32

whatever we were doing, for example the type of events we were training for and

33

the timing of our training. The training schedule marked as Exhibit #11 is the type

34

of form Coach gave us.

35

6.

Our junior year Jordan changed a little. He was really busy at home

36

making dinner, doing the cleaning, laundry, and picking up groceries. I think all

37

the extra work was a little much and was taking a toll on him. He started skipping

38

morning workouts with me and his running suffered. I kept up my workouts, and

39

my times kept improving. Not Jordan. His times started to dip towards the end of

40

the season. We were tied by the final meet of the season.
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41

7.

Coach noticed Jordan was slacking too, and was not happy. It was not

42

only Jordan’s track performance – it was his school performance as well. Coach

43

started riding Jordan pretty hard. It got worse at the end of our junior year. One of

44

the seniors received a full-ride scholarship to Appalachian State. It is not as if

45

receiving scholarships was unusual or anything, I mean, Spartan almost always

46

finishes in the top five in the state, and every year it seems like someone at Spartan

47

has received a scholarship. The scholarship came at a bad time for Jordan. Like I

48

said, Coach already was riding him pretty hard, and we found out about the

49

scholarship when Jordan’s times hit their highest of the year. Coach pretty much

50

blew a gasket. I remember one day in the locker room I heard yelling coming from

51

Coach’s office. I looked in the side window and could see Coach yelling and

52

screaming at Jordan. I heard Coach tell him “forget about a college scholarship, if

53

you do not straighten up, I am going to yank your Spartan scholarship!” Right

54

then, Coach looked away from him and saw me through the window. Coach

55

pointed at me and hollered, “I hope you heard what I said, because the same goes

56

for you!” Then Coach slammed the door and went back to yelling at Jordan.

57

8.

A week later Coach saw Jordan and me in the hall and told us to be at

58

the end of the year banquet early so we could talk. We did, and Coach pulled us

59

into a side room one at a time. I went first. Coach asked if I thought I could get my

60

numbers up so I could get a college scholarship. I said I was working really hard,

61

and I thought it was possible. Coach then told me “getting a scholarship for track
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62

takes more than workouts and practice. It is about what you put into your body

63

too.” I told Coach I knew that, and I was on a good diet. “Diet, yeah, diet is

64

important too,” Coach said. Then Coach said, “You know only the best of the best

65

get scholarships, right? You have to do whatever it takes to keep up with those

66

who are winning.” “Yes,” I responded. Coach then told me some of my

67

competitors no doubt were using “supplements” and, whether I liked it or not, they

68

were the ones who were going to get the scholarships. Coach asked me what I

69

thought about that. I said I did not think it was fair. Then Coach said, “It is not fair,

70

and I certainly will not give you anything, but some people might say one year is a

71

pretty small price to pay for a scholarship with the potential of lifelong benefits.” I

72

told Coach I did not think I was one of those people. Coach stared at me for a few

73

minutes and then told me to leave and send Jordan in the room.

74

9.

About ten minutes later, Jordan sat next to me at the table. I asked

75

about his meeting with Coach. Jordan would not look at me, but said “I agree one

76

year is a pretty small price to pay for a scholarship. Coach is right.” I did not say

77

anything in response.

78

10.

After the banquet I saw Coach Swift talking with a man I had met a

79

few weeks before when I saw Coach Swift at a restaurant. Coach Swift introduced

80

him as Dr. Wainwright. I saw the same man in Coach Swift’s office a couple of

81

times during our senior year.
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11.

82

The summer after our junior year Jordan and I did not hang out much.

83

I had gotten a summer job to start saving for college, and Jordan still was busy at

84

home.

85

12.

When our senior year started, things began to change. Do not get me

86

wrong, Jordan and I were still close, but he started acting funny. Most of the time

87

Jordan wanted to focus on track. We did not meet at my locker after class anymore.

88

Jordan went home instead and met me on the field in time for track. It seemed like

89

Jordan did not want to hang out; instead he only wanted to work out. After practice

90

it was the same thing. Jordan would go straight home, usually without even

91

showering. At the time, I figured he was embarrassed. Jordan had started to get

92

some pretty bad body acne.

93

13.

Jordan started getting sick a lot too. It started with the nosebleeds. It

94

seemed like once a week he would have to duck out of one of the classes we had

95

together to see the school nurse. Then he started missing school. It happened a lot

96

when I think about it. When I asked him about it, he told me it was just the flu or a

97

bad cold. I figured Jordan was getting sick from the stress of trying to get a

98

scholarship and from the pressure Coach put on him at every practice.

99

14.

I was amazed when track season finally started in February 2018.

100

Despite Jordan being sick all the time and missing school and practice, his

101

numbers were down. I mean really down. This was really good. Runners want the

102

lowest numbers possible. Usually, it takes a little time to get back into the swing of
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103

things from being sick. Not for Jordan. Right from the start, Jordan’s numbers

104

were tenths of a second ahead of the previous year, which is a lot for the 100

105

meters.

106

15.

Coach kept a chart of our year end times on a bulletin board in the

107

locker room. It showed our time at the final meet of the year for every year we had

108

been on the team, which is known as the Spartan Academy Individual Times

109

Reports marked as Exhibit #6. Everyone noticed how much Jordan had improved

110

his senior year. A lot of the other runners were talking about it too.

111

16.

Right away, I knew something was not right. Jordan idolized Coach.

112

He always talked about what a great track career Coach had before becoming a

113

teacher. Jordan wanted to be exactly like Coach, which is when I remembered our

114

talk with Coach before the banquet. I know Jordan would do whatever Coach said.

115

I quickly put two and two together, and I realized Jordan was using steroids.

116

17.

I did not know what to do, so I decided I would talk to Coach. I knew

117

I was risking my place on the team. Jordan was my friend and he was in trouble. I

118

was afraid to confront Coach directly by accusing Coach of helping Jordan take

119

steroids, so I simply told Coach I thought Jordan was using them. Coach asked if I

120

had seen Jordan use steroids; or if I had seen the steroids; or if I had asked Jordan

121

about taking steroids. Of course, I said no. Coach said, “Then my hands are tied.

122

Besides, whatever you are worried about cannot be that bad, look at Jordan’s
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123

times.” This must have been toward the end of April, maybe the beginning of May.

124

I wish now that I had had the guts to confront Coach directly.

125

18.

A few days later, on May 6, 2018, I went to school like any other day.

126

I did not see Jordan at school that day. I figured Jordan was sick again, but I

127

thought it was odd, because we had a track meet that same afternoon and we never

128

miss school on the day of a track meet. Toward the end of the day, there was a

129

page over the intercom in my classroom. I was asked to go to the front office.

130

When I got to the office, there were a bunch of people huddled around talking

131

quietly. One of them, a school counselor, came over and gestured that we walk

132

towards his office. I started getting worried. I asked him what was wrong. He said

133

he would tell me in a minute. We walked into his office and he shut the door

134

quietly. My heart started beating really hard. I sat down and he pulled up a chair

135

across from me. He would not look at me and that is when I really starting to panic.

136

I asked, “What’s going on?” There was silence and then he told me Jordan died. I

137

thought I heard him wrong. It felt like the wind had been knocked out of me. He

138

said it happened sometime in the middle of the night. After that, I do not remember

139

what else he said. A little while later my mom came and picked me up. When I left

140

the office, I saw Coach in the front office. Coach was sitting alone, crying. As I left

141

with my mom, I remember turning and saying, “I hope you are happy. You killed

142

my best friend.”
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19.

143

I quit the team the very next day. I know Coach was put on

144

administrative leave, but I could not go back to the locker room. I could not be on

145

that track. I could not be anywhere near the coach who killed my best friend.
WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Morgan Pearce
Morgan Pearce

SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

William Smith
William Smith, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 12/08/19
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Affidavit of
Lynn Roper, Ph.D.
1
1

1.

My name is Lynn Roper. I was born in 1967. I obtained my Bachelor

2

of Science degree in Physical Education and Health in 1989 from the University of

3

Georgia. From 1989 to 1994, I taught Physical Education and Health at Cross Keys

4

High School in Atlanta, Georgia. I was also the track coach at Cross Keys.

5

2.

In 1994, my favorite nephew Scott died of a heart attack. It was

6

devastating and a shock to the whole family, because Scott was only 16 years old.

7

He played sports since he was a young boy, and he was in great physical shape.

8

Scott always looked up to me and said he wanted to follow in my footsteps and

9

become a physical education teacher and coach.

10

3.

I always pushed Scott to be the best athlete he could be in every sport.

11

He always worked hard and excelled at every sport he played. I was very excited

12

when Scott began playing linebacker for his high school’s varsity football team. It

13

was amazing how quickly Scott developed. He was bigger than anyone else on the

14

team in no time at all, and he quickly became the star linebacker. I was so proud of

15

all of Scott’s hard work.

16

4.

I will never forget the fall afternoon in 1994 when I received a call

17

from my sister, Scott’s mother. I immediately could tell something bad had

18

happened, but nothing could have prepared me for what I was about to hear. I was

19

absolutely floored when my sister told me Scott collapsed at football practice and
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20

was dead. My disbelief turned to anger when the autopsy report came back several

21

days later and revealed Scott had been taking steroids. Although I had no clue

22

Scott was using steroids, I still feel guilty to this day thinking I may have pushed

23

him too hard and set the level of expectations too high. I decided to learn more

24

about steroids, and I vowed to do whatever I could do to hold accountable those

25

who are responsible for encouraging steroid abuse.

26

5.

I could not stand to coach anymore after Scott’s death, so I quit my

27

teaching and coaching positions and started graduate school at Florida State

28

University. I obtained my Master of Science degree in Exercise Physiology in

29

1995, and I obtained my Doctor of Philosophy degree in Exercise Physiology in

30

1997. My doctoral dissertation was entitled “Juice Isn’t Just for Breakfast

31

Anymore: The Use of Anabolic Steroids by Amateur Athletes.” It focused on the

32

use of stanozolol, which was the steroid found in Scott’s system.

33

6.

In 1997, immediately after obtaining my Ph.D., I took a position as a

34

researcher at the Human Performance Laboratory (“HPL”) in the Department of

35

Kinesiology and Health Education in the College of Education at the University of

36

Texas in Austin. Kinesiology is the scientific study of movement. One of the

37

primary goals of the discipline is to understand the processes controlling

38

movement and the factors affecting the acquisition of motor skills. At the HPL, we

39

studied oxygen consumption and cardiac output in humans.

40

7.

In 2000, I accepted a position as the executive director of the Midwest
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41

Institute for Exercise Physiology in Michigan. The Institute is a private for-profit

42

organization, which studies all aspects of exercise physiology. Since my arrival, I

43

have focused the Institute’s studies on the use of steroids by both amateur and

44

professional athletes for two reasons. First, I have a deep personal interest in the

45

subject. Second, as executive director, my most important responsibility to the

46

Institute is the bottom line. As everyone knows, the abuse of steroids is the hot

47

issue in our field. As such, the Institute’s published studies have become very

48

profitable.

49

8.

One of the conditions in accepting the Institute’s executive director

50

position was being granted the opportunity to do consulting on the side. Since

51

2000, I have accepted around ten outside engagements. I was contacted by the

52

attorneys for Kelly Simon to provide expert testimony in Kelly Simon’s case

53

against Terry Swift and Spartan Academy. I am charging my standard fee of $500

54

per hour. My total fee will be approximately $10,000. I probably will donate half

55

of my fee to the Scott Johnson Foundation, a non-profit organization I established

56

in memory of my nephew. The Foundation’s mission is to educate young amateur

57

athletes about the dangers of steroid abuse and to do whatever is possible to hold

58

those who encourage steroid abuse responsible for the harm they cause.

59

9.

Steroids are not bad in and of themselves. In fact, steroids are

60

hormones naturally produced by the human body. Naturally produced steroids help

61

control the stress of illness and injury; immune functions; development of sexual
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62

characteristics; inflammation; metabolism; and salt and water balance. Synthetic

63

steroids are chemically similar to natural steroids and duplicate their actions, and

64

they can be prescribed by doctors for various legitimate medical treatments. Some

65

of the synthetic steroids commonly prescribed include cortisone, hydrocortisone,

66

and prednisone. All three of these synthetic steroids often are used to suppress

67

inflammation, and their use can alleviate the symptoms of inflammatory conditions

68

such as arthritis and asthma.

69

10.

Even the steroids used for legitimate medical purposes have serious

70

side effects, such as: bone thinning; high blood pressure; fluid retention; mood

71

swings; weight gain; muscle weakness and pain; nerve damage; and decreased

72

resistance to infection. Because of the potential severe consequences, it is

73

important that the use of steroids be monitored closely by a medical doctor.

74

11.

Most people who think of steroid abuse are thinking of anabolic

75

steroids. Anabolic steroids are chemically related to testosterone. Although

76

anabolic steroids can be prescribed to treat certain growth and other disorders, they

77

are less commonly prescribed than cortisone, hydrocortisone, and prednisone.

78

Anabolic steroids are commonly used by athletes illegally either orally or by

79

injection to increase muscle mass and strength by allowing athletes to recover from

80

a hard workout more quickly. Some athletes also like the aggressive feelings

81

caused by anabolic steroids.

82

12.

Anabolic steroids have serious side effects, many of which aid in
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83

determining whether somebody is abusing steroids. Males may develop prominent

84

breasts, loss of scalp hair, a higher voice, severe acne, and more. Females may

85

develop a deeper voice, shrinking of breasts, loss of scalp hair, increased appetite,

86

and more. Both males and females may experience severe acne, liver problems,

87

increased bad cholesterol, decreased good cholesterol, aggressive behavior,

88

depression, distractibility, irritability, extreme mood swings, paranoid jealousy,

89

and impaired judgment stemming from feelings of invincibility. There are several

90

documented incidents of anabolic steroid abuse causing young athletes to commit

91

suicide.

92

13.

Erythropoietin (“EPO”) is a glycoprotein hormone naturally produced

93

by the kidneys. It stimulates the bone marrow to make red blood cells. The rise in

94

red blood cells increases the oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood. It is possible

95

for the body to produce too much EPO on its own. In 1985, EPO was produced

96

synthetically for the first time. Synthetic EPO, which is expensive, is injected as a

97

medical treatment for certain types of anemia. It also can be given prior to surgery

98

to patients who cannot receive a blood transfusion for medical or religious reasons

99

to counteract expected blood loss during the surgery.

100

14.

Endurance athletes, such as cyclists, long-distance runners, speed

101

skaters, and cross-country skiers; often misuse synthetic EPO to increase their

102

endurance. This often is called “blood doping.” The abuse of EPO is difficult to

103

detect because the available tests cannot distinguish between naturally produced
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104
105

EPO and synthetic EPO.
15.

Elevated levels of EPO can be extremely dangerous, especially when

106

combined with vigorous exercise, because it increases the viscosity (or thickness)

107

of the blood. Thicker blood has trouble passing through the thin capillaries. One

108

common side effect of abusing EPO is recurring nosebleeds. Another side effect is

109

that a person abusing EPO becomes ill more often, because the EPO lowers the

110

white blood cell count, resulting in a failure of the immune system. More

111

significantly, when an athlete who uses EPO sleeps, the athlete’s heart beats very

112

slowly, increasing the risk for a heart attack or stroke.

113

16.

It is difficult to know precisely how many student athletes are abusing

114

steroids, because most of the studies rely on self-reporting surveys of the student

115

athletes. It is clear; however, from studies by the Centers for Disease Control and

116

Prevention that the abuse of steroids by students is on the rise and the age at which

117

student athletes begin to use steroids is going down.

118

17.

The World Anti-Doping Agency (“WADA”) was established in 1999

119

to promote and coordinate the international fight against doping in competitive

120

sports. It was set up as a foundation under the initiative of the International

121

Olympic Committee with the support and participation of intergovernmental

122

organizations, governments, public authorities, and other public and private bodies

123

fighting against doping in sports. WADA generates a list of prohibited substances

124

each year. WADA’s list has become the standard in competitive sports.
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125

Accordingly, I stay familiar with and can testify regarding WADA’s list. EPO is on

126

WADA’s list of prohibited substances.

127

18.

I always believed mandatory testing of athletes was an invasion of the

128

right to privacy guaranteed by the Constitution. When Scott died; however, I

129

realized how wrong I was and changed my mind. Designating a steroid as a

130

prohibited substance does not do any good unless the athletes are tested for

131

prohibited substances. Accordingly, I believe random testing of high school

132

athletes should be mandatory. Unfortunately, only a few states have adopted

133

mandatory random testing.

134

19.

Although not every state requires mandatory random testing, I believe

135

individual school districts and schools should institute mandatory random testing

136

programs – and several have. Most school districts; however, do not have random

137

testing programs because of the cost. Although the initial test is about $80 per

138

student athlete, it costs significantly more to conduct a second round of tests to

139

confirm a positive initial test.

140

20.

Although mandatory testing programs are a good deterrent, mandatory

141

testing programs are not 100% effective primarily because steroid abusers come up

142

with ways to mask the results. Accordingly, even where mandatory testing

143

programs are used, it is important for athletic directors and coaches to be vigilant

144

watching student athletes for signs of steroid abuse. They should counsel their

145

athletes against using steroids, especially where signs of steroid abuse are present.
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146

In this regard, I believe all high school athletic directors and coaches should attend

147

a six-hour course at a minimum on steroid abuse taught by a certified instructor. In

148

addition, they should attend an annual refresher course to stay on top of the

149

constant changes occurring with respect to steroid abuse by athletes. Student

150

athletes are impressionable and under a lot of pressure. This is especially true with

151

athletes who are looking to gain the edge necessary to compete at the next level.

152

Accordingly, coaches need to be careful not to say or do anything that their student

153

athletes could construe as encouraging the use of steroids.

154

21.

I have reviewed all of the affidavits as well as the Coroner’s Report,

155

which is labeled as Exhibit #3; the Toxicology Report marked as Exhibit #4, and

156

the Training Schedule labeled as Exhibit #11. These are the type of documents I

157

typically review when consulting. On the Training Schedule marked as Exhibit

158

#11, the notations starting with “I-” are consistent with an EPO doping schedule.

159

The “I-” marked on this schedule stands for intramuscular injection. I doubt

160

someone in high school would know the proper doping schedule. Clearly, someone

161

with experience would have to tell Jordan what schedule to follow, based on

162

height, weight and desired outcome.

163

22.

The amount of EPO in Jordan Simon’s system at the time of his death,

164

as shown in the Toxicology Report marked as Exhibit #4, was extremely high and

165

in my opinion was the cause of Jordan’s heart attack. The findings in Exhibit #3,

166

the Coroner’s Report, are consistent with death being caused by elevated levels of
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EPO.
23.

168

If the state of Michigan or Spartan Academy had a mandatory random

169

testing program, then either Jordan’s steroid abuse would have been discovered or

170

may have deterred him from using steroids. More importantly, even without a

171

mandatory testing program, I believe it should have been obvious to Terry Swift,

172

Jamie Hagar, and others that Jordan was abusing steroids. In particular, Terry

173

Swift’s experience at the University of South Edgefield also known as U.S.E.

174

(which is often pronounced “U-Ess-E”) should have taught Terry Swift how to

175

spot steroid abuse. Essentially, any adult with experience in athletics should have

176

known Jordan was possibly using steroids and should have investigated the

177

situation. Jordan’s improvements in the 100 meter times should have been a major

178

red flag. Accordingly, Spartan’s coaches and athletic director had a responsibility

179

to take steps to detect and stop Jordan’s steroid use. Instead, in the face of clear

180

evidence of steroid abuse, Coach Swift continued to push Jordan to improve his

181

times. I believe that this led to Jordan’s use of steroids and ultimately caused his

182

death.
[Witness Signature – Next Page]
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WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Dr. Lynn Roper
Lynn Roper, Ph.D.

SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

C.H. Gallant
C.H. Gallant, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 12/5/19
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Affidavit of
TERRY SWIFT
1
1

1.

My name is Terry Swift. I am 35 years old and I currently work for

2

Spartan Academy. I have been on administrative leave since May 7, 2018. I

3

graduated from Shelley University with a Bachelor’s degree in Physical Education

4

in 2000. I received my Master’s degree from the University of Iowa in Exercise

5

Science in 2003. After college, I took a position as an assistant track coach at The

6

University of South Edgefield, or U.S.E.. I was at U.S.E. for almost three years. I

7

then became the track coach at Spartan Academy.

8
9

2.

Spartan Academy is a private high school, and the faculty members

are expected to serve on one or more committees. I am the chair of the scholarship

10

committee, which is responsible for considering all students for academic and

11

need-based scholarships. Spartan is an expensive school – it costs $15,000 per year

12

for tuition alone. Many of the students’ parents cannot or do not want to pay that

13

much for school.

14

3.

I was on the track team in college. I went to Shelley University on a

15

full-ride scholarship. I never took drugs, but many of my classmates in high school

16

did. Some of them used diet pills and others used illegal prescription drugs to get a

17

competitive edge. I think the drugs let some of my classmates get into schools with

18

great track programs, but I never believed it was worth the risk of getting caught.

19

After college I tried intensely to make the Olympic team. I trained extremely hard
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20

and almost made the team. Most of the runners, I think, were using steroids. I

21

simply could not keep up. Today, I think steroids are more prevalent than ever

22

before.

23

4.

Track is a very competitive sport. For five years, our school has

24

finished in the top three in the state in track and field. Spartan consistently has the

25

fastest and strongest runners. I am always on the lookout for students with the

26

potential to be strong runners. I first became aware of Jordan Simon when I

27

happened to attend a meeting at Jordan’s middle school on the day of a track meet.

28

Jordan was an incredible sprinter for a middle school student. I could not have

29

been happier when I found out he was interested in Spartan.

30

5.

The scholarship committee awarded Jordan a scholarship based on my

31

recommendation. He would not have been able to attend Spartan without the

32

scholarship. As such, Jordan fit the criteria for a need-based scholarship. A

33

condition of keeping a scholarship at Spartan is to maintain a satisfactory

34

attendance and academic record.

35

6.

Usually, teachers do not make much money, but at Spartan, they make

36

more than average. I have been teaching for a while, so I currently have a salary of

37

$55,000 a year, which is more than most teachers. I also have the advantage of the

38

Parent Pool. The better I do with the track team, the more money the parents chip

39

in to the Parent Pool. The parents like that I get good college recruiters to come

40

look at their kids and the parents reward me for a good job. Multiple Spartan
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41

students are recipients of full and partial scholarships to NCAA I Division

42

Colleges. Three years ago, I made $14,000 off of the Parent Pool. Two years ago, I

43

made $22,000, which is on top of my salary.

44

7.

I have never encouraged my students to take steroids or any drugs. I

45

am honest about the world and the fact that some people do cheat, but this does not

46

mean I encourage them to take drugs. I think it is irresponsible not to tell the

47

students about the realities of sports. Everybody knows there are many athletes

48

who cheat by using performance-enhancing drugs like steroids, including

49

testosterone and EPO.

50

8.

I have told my students there are many top athletes who are doping,

51

and they may get paid well. In fact, some of the better players have advisors on

52

how to avoid testing positive. Today, I am positive that some college and

53

professional athletes have to dope to stay competitive. Look at all the hoopla in

54

major league baseball currently, or professional cycling for that matter.

55

9.

The kids and I talked openly about performance-enhancing

56

substances. It really is hard to detect EPO in your body, and I am sure I told the

57

kids this. One runner on my team, Ryan Hammel, asked how to get EPO. I told

58

Ryan, in front of all the other kids, no one on my team needed to take drugs. I think

59

I told them anyone can get steroids today.
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60

10.

I made every kid sign a MIA form before she or he could participate

61

in track. MIA is short for Michigan Interscholastic Association. If a kid was gone

62

from practice on the day I gave out the MIA form, I followed up with them the

63

next day and got a signature on the MIA form. When I handed out the forms, I

64

always said, “This is an important form. Read it. Sign it. Follow it.” I even kept a

65

file drawer with folders for every kid, in which I kept the MIA forms.

66

11.

After Jordan’s death, the school’s lawyers came to my office and went

67

through all my papers. They took all the MIA forms I kept, including the

68

documents marked as Exhibits #1 and #2. They also took the year end Individual

69

Times Reports for the 100 meters, which is marked as Exhibit #6. The Individual

70

Times Reports were posted in the locker room. At the end of each year, I kept a

71

record of all the kids’ end of year times for comparison. This way, everyone could

72

see if they were improving or slowing down by year.

73

12.

After the lawyers took all my stuff, I learned that the MIA form in

74

Jordan’s file was not signed. I do not know how that happened. Maybe Jordan

75

handed it in without a signature on it. I did not check every form. I assumed every

76

kid would do what I asked, read the form, and sign it. If Jordan was sick on the day

77

I handed out the MIA form, I am sure I would have followed-up and gotten a

78

signature from Jordan on a different day. EPO is expensive. I did not think any of

79

the kids – even at a school like ours – could afford it. I also did not think any of the

80

kids took steroids.
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81

13.

I told the students every year, “Don’t smoke. Don’t drink. Don’t do

82

drugs.” I meant it then and I mean it now. Through some teacher associations I

83

received some posters about steroids, one of which is marked as Exhibit #5. I did

84

not hang the posters up. I had already warned the students about the dangers of

85

steroids.

86

14.

Jordan was a good kid. He really seemed to want to run in college and

87

maybe try out for the Olympics or run professionally. Back when Jordan was a

88

sophomore and a junior, things were not going so well. I knew Jordan had a great

89

deal of responsibilities at home and school. Track seemed to be taking a back seat.

90

I told Jordan the high school scholarship was on the line – if school and the track

91

team were not a priority for Jordan, Spartan would send Jordan packing for the

92

school down the street. I was beginning to question Jordan’s dedication, but during

93

2017-18 my opinion started to change. Jordan started breaking records during the

94

2017-18 track season. He was shaving tenths of seconds off times that I did not

95

think could get any lower. I was amazed. I figured the pressure worked and I liked

96

the results. I was getting impressed. I was making lots of calls for Jordan and was

97

advising recruiters to come take a look at him. I put a good bit of pressure on

98

Jordan because he did well under pressure.

99

15.

I talked to Kelly Simon at some of the meets. I remember one day

100

back in April 2018, Kelly came into the gym. The kids were stretching and getting

101

ready to do sprints. Kelly was waving around a paper and yelling at Jordan. I went
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102

over to see what the problem was. Jordan pointed at me and yelled something like,

103

“You know what is going on – you explain it.” Jordan stomped off. I told Kelly I

104

would handle the situation. I was not sure exactly what was going on. Jordan was

105

angry, so I wanted to wait for him to cool off before talking to him about it.

106

16.

A few days later after practice, I told Jordan I was proud of the

107

commitment it took to be a great runner. I knew he was working hard. I told him I

108

thought the Olympics were a reasonable goal. I told him to keep focused and stay

109

clean. I asked him if there was anything I needed to know and he said, “No.” I

110

never thought there was a problem, and I never thought Jordan was using steroids.

111

17.

A couple of times we had to stop practice because of Jordan’s

112

nosebleeds. I knew nosebleeds were a symptom of EPO usage, but Jordan was not

113

the doping kind of kid. He always begged me not to tell Kelly about the

114

nosebleeds, so I did not because I was afraid Kelly would make him quit the team.

115

18.

I also noticed Jordan was out sick a lot during that last year. I knew

116

EPO lowered a person’s immunity, but almost all of our kids get sick during the

117

season – it comes with the territory - working out sometimes makes you weak

118

before it makes you strong. Besides, I never saw injection marks on Jordan’s arms.

119

19.

I remember a day in early to mid - April 2018, when I was picking up

120

my mail from the front office. My hands were full and I was in a hurry to get to

121

track practice. I was rushing by Jamie Hagar’s office, when Jamie asked if I had a

122

minute. Jamie told me Jordan printed an article about EPO, and to talk to Jordan
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123

about it. Jamie placed the article on the stack of papers I was carrying, and I

124

headed to my office. The article Jamie gave me looks like the article marked as

125

Exhibit #9. I did not read it at the time. I dropped the papers I was carrying down

126

on my desk, and went straight out to practice. I never had the chance to talk to

127

Jordan about the article before he died.
20.

128

When I was at U.S.E., my role was to monitor the training schedules

129

of the track team and deal with any health issues – such as making sure team

130

members had their annual physicals, received proper treatment for any injuries or

131

illnesses, and things like that. U.S.E. had always been in the bottom ranks of the

132

conference in most sports, including track. But, U.S.E. hired a new head coach,

133

John Morris, the year before I started, and he had some great plans to turn U.S.E.

134

around. Morris brought in a whole new coaching staff, new training regimes, and

135

even new uniforms – all black body suits. The first year I was there the track team

136

finished third in the conference. The next year we were conference champs. We

137

were on top of the world – it was the greatest sports success U.S.E. ever had.

138

Alumni contributions quadrupled, and the entire track coaching staff received

139

bonuses which doubled our salary – mainly to keep other schools from luring us

140

away.

141

21.

During my third year at U.S.E., we won every meet by huge margins

142

and we were well on our way to another conference championship when the steroid

143

scandal broke. I had nothing to do with the scandal. I had no clue Coach Morris
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144

was giving steroids to our athletes. Some of them did occasionally have colds or

145

nosebleeds, but that happens with anybody. Nothing seemed out of the ordinary.

146

22.

Even though the investigation cleared me of any involvement in the

147

doping scandal, my name was still ruined. The only job I could get was at Spartan

148

Academy. Since I have been at Spartan, I have been very vigilant to make sure

149

none of my athletes are using steroids. I do not need that kind of trouble again. I

150

saw what it did to my good friend James Wainwright. He lost his medical license

151

because of the U.S.E. scandal, and all he was doing was trying to help kids do well.

152

He is still my friend and I still occasionally socialize with him, but we never

153

mention the U.S.E. scandal.

154

23.

I know Spartan gave the parents the option of drug testing if they paid

155

for it, but none of the parents agreed. Assistant Principal Hagar then asked the

156

coaches to vote on whether or not to use funds from the Parent Pool to pay for the

157

drug testing. Although the other coaches told me they were going to vote against it,

158

I voted for it because like I said, I do not need that kind of trouble.

159

24.

I wish I knew Jordan was using steroids. I would have had a heart-to-

160

heart talk with him about the dangers of doping. I do not believe I did anything to

161

encourage Jordan to take EPO and I do not think I could have stopped it. I cared

162

about Jordan very much. I do not want to see any 17-year old die. My heart breaks

163

for the family. I do not think I am to blame.
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WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Terry Swift
Terry Swift

SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

Michala Watson
Michala Watson, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 4/3/19
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Affidavit of
JAMIE HAGAR, Ed.D.
1
1

1.

My name is Jamie Hagar. I live in Morrison, Michigan, with my

2

spouse and two children. I am currently the assistant principal of Spartan

3

Academy. I am also the school’s Athletic Director. I am being considered to

4

replace our current principal who is due to retire at the end of this school year.

5

2.

I graduated from the University of Michigan (UM) in 1979 with a

6

Bachelor’s degree in Education. I received my Master’s in Education in 1981, also

7

from UM. I taught at a high school in Charlotte, North Carolina for eight years

8

before returning to UM for my Doctor of Education, which I received in 1991. I

9

then moved to Morrison and taught at Spartan Academy for three years before

10

being offered the job as assistant principal in 1994. I was a basketball coach for the

11

school at the time. I remained a coach until 2000, which was when I was asked to

12

be the school’s athletic director.

13

3.

Spartan Academy is a private high school. We employ the best

14

teachers and produce the best students. This does not come cheap. Our students’

15

parents pay tuition, $15,000 per year, but this is a small price to pay for the level of

16

education we provide. As with most schools charging tuition, we do offer

17

scholarships – both academic and need-based.

18
19

4.

Because of the level of professionalism we expect, our teachers are

paid more than most. Additionally, those teachers who take on the extra
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20

assignment of coaching receive a higher salary. This is complemented by a “Parent

21

Pool.” This Parent Pool is funded by parents’ pledges at the beginning of the

22

school year. The better the student or team does, the greater the bonus for the

23

coach. The parents generally enjoy this incentive system, because it increases the

24

notoriety of our athletics as well as the college scholarship chances for our

25

students.

26

5.

As one would expect from a school such as ours, we have a Drug and

27

Alcohol Abuse Policy when it comes to substance abuse, which is marked as

28

Exhibit #12. Whenever a student is found to have possessed or abused a controlled

29

substance, there are a number of steps we must follow. The first step, of course, is

30

to suspend the offending student from any extracurricular activities. This might

31

affect the student’s ability to obtain a college scholarship, or even to lose his or her

32

scholarship at Spartan, but we want the students to know we mean business. Since

33

2000, when I became the athletic director, there have been only three violations.

34

Two were on the football team and one was on the swim team. All three had been

35

problem students before the substance abuse violations, so it was not really a

36

surprise.

37

6.

Of course, violations are not always easy to prove. Sometimes the first

38

indication is a rumor or an anonymous report, and we take those seriously.

39

However, they are as likely to be the result of jealousy or other malicious motives

40

rather than the truth. I believe jealousy led to the rumor about Jordan after fall
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41

break during his senior year. I was told by one of the teachers that she overheard

42

some students say Jordan was using “coke” (cocaine), and that is why he had

43

nosebleeds and was always “wired.” One of the students even said something

44

about Jordan using cocaine at a party. I did not believe it. I knew cocaine use

45

would cause problems with his athletic performance, not enhance it, and Jordan

46

was doing very well in track. Also, if he was using cocaine it would have quickly

47

affected his academic performance. And besides, Jordan was a smart kid. If he was

48

going to do something illegal, he would never do it in front of others. I did ask the

49

teacher to let me know if she heard anything else, but I never heard anything else

50

about it.

51

7.

Coaches at Spartan are held to a similarly high standard. Any coach

52

who may have knowledge of a student’s substance abuse, and promoted or

53

remained silent about the abuse, immediately is placed on administrative leave. A

54

formal inquiry is then conducted. If found to be in violation of the policy, the

55

coach immediately is terminated, and the authorities are contacted if criminal

56

conduct is suspected. No coaches ever have violated this policy, although Terry

57

Swift remains on administrative leave.

58

8.

All coaches are required to attend a workshop at the beginning of the

59

school year. Among other things, the workshop provides training on the abuse of

60

all forms of controlled substances. Coaches are taught how to recognize use, and

61

are instructed on the appropriate actions to take in the event use is suspected.
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62

Additionally, coaches are provided with a copy of Section 14.13 of the Michigan

63

Interscholastic Association (“MIA”) Bylaws and the MIA Position Statement,

64

which are marked as Exhibits #1 and #2. They are required to explain the policy

65

and form to the students and then obtain signatures from the students and one of

66

their parents on the form. Coaches are provided pamphlets, posters, and other

67

instructive materials to post in locker rooms and training facilities, and to distribute

68

to students. It is within each coach’s discretion how to use the materials.

69

9.

I am aware Coach Terry Swift did not attend the workshop at the

70

beginning of the 2017-18 school year. Terry requested leave in order to take a

71

much needed vacation. I granted the request because I knew Terry attended the

72

workshop in past years, and the training really had not changed in years. I told

73

Terry I would obtain copies of all materials distributed at the workshop in case

74

Terry wanted them. The materials distributed included (among other things) the

75

documents marked as Exhibits #1 and #6 as well as the MIA Position

76

Statement/Form for each athlete marked as Exhibit #2. Terry asked for the MIA

77

forms, but not the other materials.

78

10.

I also am now aware that Jordan Simon did not sign the MIA Form for

79

the 2017-18 school year. I did not know this before this lawsuit, but I was told by

80

one of the other track coaches this was because Jordan was ill and not present on

81

the first day of the track season. I do know Jordan has turned in a signed form in

82

the past.
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83

11.

During the summer of 2017, the school investigated what it would

84

cost to institute drug testing for its athletes, and it would have been very expensive.

85

We came up with two possible options. First, we told the parents at the athletic

86

meeting held at the beginning of the school year they had the option to pay for

87

their child to be drug tested. None of the parents took advantage of this

88

opportunity. Later, we asked whether the coaches would agree to pay for the drug

89

testing out of the Parent Pool. Coach Swift was the only one to vote to do so.

90

12.

Jordan Simon’s death came as a shock to the faculty, staff, and

91

students of Spartan. I knew Jordan personally. As athletic director, I attend as

92

many athletic competitions as my schedule will allow and I have enjoyed watching

93

Jordon blossom into a star sprinter. Jordan had a great attitude and he worked very

94

hard. When you work hard, you get positive results. That is what I saw with Jordan

95

– positive results. I never suspected Jordan would use steroids.

96

13.

Understandably, Jordan’s death as well as recent media attention

97

involving professional athletes has raised the issue of random drug testing. Spartan

98

does not currently test student athletes, and I do not see such testing in our

99

foreseeable future. I do not believe drug testing is 100% effective. For instance,

100

there are numerous substances for which there currently is no test. Another, more

101

significant reason is that we simply cannot afford it. We have over 100 student

102

athletes and these athletes would need to be tested regularly in order for the testing

103

to be effective. Although our school tuition seems high, I assure you we are on a
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104

very tight budget. We currently need to update our computer lab, add additional

105

space for classes, and hire additional teachers. We are forced to turn away a large

106

number of students because we simply do not have the space. If testing were

107

effective and affordable, I would certainly consider random drug testing.
14.

108

At Spartan, we have focused on education and prevention when it

109

comes to drug use. In this regard, we have implemented a comprehensive program

110

designed to educate students on the harmful effects of drug use. All students are

111

required to take a health course their freshman year. This course deals with a range

112

of issues from sex education to general health needs. It is mandated that one week

113

be spent specifically on drugs, including steroids. Emphasis is placed on the

114

physical dangers of drug use, legal consequences, and how to recognize whether a

115

friend is using drugs. We also instruct students on our confidentiality policy when

116

it comes to self-reporting or reporting the drug use of fellow students.
15.

117

After Jordan’s death, we asked a local physician to speak with the

118

students about the dangers of steroid use. She has volunteered her services in the

119

future and we have accepted. Now we will have a similar lecture every school

120

year.

121

16.

I find it hard to believe Terry Swift and the school are being sued for

122

Jordan’s death. I have the utmost respect for Terry. Terry puts in as much time, if

123

not more, than any of our other coaches. This includes practice, off-season workout

124

sessions, chairing the scholarship committee, and even tutoring students who are
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125

struggling to meet eligibility requirements because of poor grades. As a result of

126

this effort, Terry was a MIA finalist two years ago for teacher-coach of the year.

127

This is an award solely based on students nominating coaches. Students write an

128

essay explaining how the coach has made a positive impact on their life, both on

129

and off the field.

130

17.

I did know about the problems with steroid abuse at U.S.E. a few

131

years ago. I do not know all the details and did not read any of the articles or

132

reports in detail, but I do know Terry was not charged with anything. I interviewed

133

Terry personally before making the employment offer. I questioned Terry

134

extensively about the U.S.E. scandal and I was convinced it was simply a case of

135

being in the wrong place at the wrong time. I am a pretty good judge of character. I

136

would not hire anyone if I thought the person could hurt our students.

137

18.

Our track team finished first in the state last year. In fact, we have

138

finished first three times in the past five years, and we never have finished below

139

third during that period. This is due to the effort and dedication of Terry Swift. I

140

know winning is not everything to Terry. Terry would be happy if the team did not

141

win, so long as the students gave their best.

142

19.

It is true that I have received three complaints from parents regarding

143

Terry. The concerns were that Terry was pushing their children too hard. I take

144

these complaints seriously. I personally investigated each claim to determine if

145

there was any merit, and I found none. I was not surprised. As a basketball coach, I
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146

must have received two or three complaints per year for being too hard on students

147

or not playing someone’s child enough. I assure you there was no merit to those

148

complaints. Some parents simply do not understand participation in athletics is not

149

all high-fives and smiles.

150

20.

Our school has taken steps to prevent students from abusing internet

151

privileges on the school’s computers. Each student is assigned a username and a

152

password. When a student prints a document, the document is printed out on a

153

printer behind the library reference desk. A cover sheet is printed with the

154

student’s name and ID number. The student then must ask the librarian for the

155

printout. The librarian briefly reviews the content, and so long as it is appropriate,

156

will hand it to the student. If the student does not pick up the printout, it will be

157

placed alphabetically in a file in case the student requests it later. This process is

158

followed with every printout from a school computer.

159

21.

On April 11, 2018, I received a visit from Ms. Andrews, our school

160

librarian. She had a printout she was about to file, which is marked as Exhibit #9,

161

and thought I should see it. The printout was an article titled “Enhancing Your

162

Performance the Unnatural Way: A Look at the Banned Substance EPO” written

163

by Chris Tull. It appeared on the beginnertriathlete.com website on April 10, 2005.

164

The cover sheet printed with the article bears Jordan’s name and student ID

165

number, which is marked as Exhibit #8.

166

22.

On the afternoon of April 12, 2018, I gave a copy of the article to
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167

Terry. I asked Terry to have a talk with Jordan about the article. I wanted Terry to

168

determine if there was a chance Jordan was using this EPO substance and to

169

remind Jordan once again of the school’s Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy, which is

170

marked as Exhibit #12. I was sure Terry would talk with Jordan and let me know if

171

there was a problem, so I did not give it another thought.
23.

172

I cannot express in words how devastating Jordan’s death has been for

173

me. I cannot escape the feeling there is something I could have done to prevent this

174

tragedy. I realize; however, I did everything I could. At Spartan Academy the

175

education and well-being of our students is our primary concern. We have done the

176

best we can to prevent and deter drug use, but the simple fact is this – no matter

177

what we do, if a student wants to use illegal substances, the student will find a way.

WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Jamie Hagar
Jamie Hagar, Ed.D.

SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

Miriam Wrenn
Miriam Wrenn, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 12/08/19
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Affidavit of
AUBREY BRADY
1

1.

My name is Aubrey Brady. I am the principal consultant with

2

RULES, Inc., which stands for Regulation and Uniform Legal Enforcement in

3

Sports. We provide consultation for people and organizations accused of violating

4

laws and regulations related to sports, including alleged violations of athletic

5

organization rules and regulations.

6

2.

Many times those accused of violations have actually properly

7

followed the legal requirements, and they are being persecuted for an unfortunate

8

event. That is what is happening in this case. Coach Swift has complied with all of

9

the regulations in place by Spartan Academy and the Michigan Interscholastic

10

Association (MIA). It is unfortunate, obviously, that Jordan Simon died.

11

However, it is because he violated the rules, not the school or the coach.

12

3.

I was born in Charlotte, Michigan. My father was a Marine, who

13

played high school football in California. He was a good athlete, but did not

14

receive any college scholarship offers. He told me he always suspected many of his

15

teammates used steroids. He was not angry about this; he knew steroid use may

16

have some temporary benefits but in the long run the cost would be much greater.

17

4.

My father also taught me the importance of following rules and

18

regulations. On one hand rules and regulations will not necessarily prevent every

19

tragedy, but most of them are designed to do so and they provide the best guidance
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20

for those who are trying to prevent such tragedies. Hindsight is always 20/20, but

21

in the here and now the rules and regulations are what we have to follow.

22

5.

I was diagnosed with a congenital heart defect at the age of 17, which

23

kept me from joining the Marines. My doctors at the time told me I needed to be

24

very careful not to use any substances, especially illegal substances as they could

25

affect the performance of my heart because it would likely kill me. The doctors

26

specifically warned me against using cocaine and steroids.

27

6.

I earned my B.A. degree in Education in 1985 from the University of

28

North Carolina. I immediately pursued and obtained my Master’s degree in

29

Educational Administration. My first job was with the U.S. Department of

30

Education, where I worked for five years in the program compliance division.

31

Next, I worked for the International Olympic Committee where I was the assistant

32

compliance officer in the banned substance office. I left after two years because I

33

realized some enforcement actions were brought for political reasons, and even if

34

an athlete did use a banned substance, if we could not prove it using the proper

35

procedures, those accused would suffer no punishment. There was more than one

36

time when an athlete tested positive for a banned substance, but we could not

37

successfully enforce our rules because, for example, the testing paperwork was not

38

filled out properly. It had nothing to do with whether they had used the banned

39

substance. I then went to RULES, Inc., which is based in Florida.

40

7.

I consult in the areas of sports management and administration, and
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41

specifically on matters of compliance with rules and regulations. Much of my time

42

is spent reading articles and reports published in various periodicals and journals

43

around the country, so I can keep up-to-date in what is a very fast-paced

44

environment. I specialize in consulting with athletic organizations on complying

45

with the rules and regulations of the governing bodies to which they belong. I

46

found this route to be one of the more lucrative areas of consulting, and more

47

importantly, an area prime for repeat engagements. I consult for both professional

48

and amateur athletic organizations in the United States.

49

8.

I received a call from the lawyers for Terry Swift and Spartan

50

Academy to consult in this case. I was asked to determine whether or not the

51

Defendants had complied with the rules and regulations of the MIA. I have

52

charged a flat fee of $5,000 for my services in this case, which include reviewing

53

the affidavits and the relevant exhibits, speaking with the defense counsel,

54

preparing for this deposition setting forth my opinions, and testifying at trial.

55

9.

I have reviewed numerous rules and regulations for various athletic

56

organizations, and I have been an expert witness on compliance with athletic rules

57

and regulations in over 20 cases. A large part of my consulting work deals with

58

banned substances, therefore I keep up with all the current articles and trends

59

regarding their use in athletics.

60
61

10.

Studies have shown at the high school level, the implementation and

enforcement of a uniform statewide standard is the most effective way to control
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62

the use of banned substances. The problem with a specific athletic organization

63

developing its own rules is they often leave too many holes in the process.

64

Michigan does not have uniform statewide standards. The MIA developed its own

65

procedures, which are consistent with those of other similar organizations. They

66

are not as stringent as some organizations, but they are not unreasonable.

67

11.

Regardless of what rules are implemented, a local school or school

68

district always has the ability to conduct itself at a higher standard. That being said,

69

it simply is cost-prohibitive for most high schools to institute any kind of effective

70

steroid testing program. The cost for an initial test is reported to range anywhere

71

from $80 to $100. This does not take into account the cost of conducting secondary

72

testing on positive results or the significant legal costs schools face when their

73

testing programs are challenged in the courts.

74

12.

Many high schools do use a National Collegiate Athletic Association

75

(NCAA) approved test to monitor their athletes for use of marijuana, cocaine,

76

amphetamines, and methamphetamines. The reason is many certified laboratories

77

offer standard screening packages for these drugs at a reasonable cost, sometimes

78

as low as $20 per test. Although these affordable tests are better than no testing at

79

all, the problem with these tests is they do not screen for use of alcohol and

80

tobacco, which are the drugs most commonly used by high school students, or for

81

the use of steroids. Moreover, even if a school had the financial resources to pay

82

the significant cost of testing its athletes for steroid use, the tests likely would
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83

screen only for anabolic steroids. It is inconceivable that a high school testing

84

program could screen for all steroids which might be used by student athletes,

85

including human grown hormone and erythropoietin (“EPO”).

86

13.

Although a random drug-testing program cannot be 100% effective in

87

detecting actual drug use, these programs can have an important deterrent effect. I

88

read an article in the Coker Gazette about the random drug-testing program in the

89

Franklin School District, which at the time was the only district in Michigan with

90

such a program. According to the article, Franklin School District officials reported

91

“very few” athletes tested positive for steroids since the program was implemented

92

in 1991, and no athlete has tested positive in the last five years. The local

93

experience is consistent with the experiences reported in my area of the country. In

94

this regard, the Pike County Florida School District, which implemented its

95

program in 1990, reported only “a handful” of positive test results in the first five

96

years of its program. Similarly, in an article appearing in the Interscholastic

97

Athletic Administration magazine, an unidentified Michigan high school principal

98

is quoted as saying: “This school has never recorded a positive test in ten years of

99

testing.”

100

14.

Since the Franklin School District implemented testing, other schools

101

in Michigan have implemented random drug testing. The most recent are the three

102

high schools in the Clayton School District, which (according to a 2018 article in

103

the Coker Gazette) announced a random drug testing program to commence in
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104

January 2019, for all students participating in athletic and non-athletic programs

105

sponsored by the MIA. Significantly, the program is being funded by a three-year

106

$718,000 grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Education.

107

15.

The Clayton School District program tests for alcohol, amphetamines,

108

marijuana, cocaine, Ecstasy, PCP, and anabolic steroids. It does not test for EPO.

109

The first positive test results in an eight-week loss of eligibility for MIA events;

110

the second positive test results in loss of eligibility for the remainder of the school

111

year; and the third positive test results in a permanent ban from the MIA activities.

112

Positive test results may result in In-School Suspension (ISS) for a period of three

113

days, but due to HIPPA rules, are not turned over to law enforcement.

114

16.

Although the anecdotal evidence suggests random drug-testing

115

programs have a great deterrent effect, there are several other possible

116

explanations. For instance, it is possible that students who actually used steroids

117

were not randomly selected for testing; students used a type of steroid which is not

118

detected by the test used by the school; the steroids actually had passed through the

119

system by the time of the test; and/or students who actually used steroids found

120

ways to mask steroid use. Accordingly, I do not believe a random drug-testing

121

program is the most effective way of addressing the serious problem of steroid

122

abuse by high school athletes.

123
124

17.

Education is the key to detecting and eliminating the use of steroids

by high school athletes. First, student athletes must be educated about the dangers
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125

and consequences of using steroids and other performance-enhancing substances.

126

Second, parents must be educated on how to monitor their children for signs of

127

steroid and other drug abuse; steps which can be taken to prevent their children

128

from using steroids; and what to do if they suspect their children are using steroids

129

or other drugs. Finally, coaches and administrators must be educated on how to

130

monitor student athletes for signs of steroid and other drug abuse; what to do when

131

they suspect a student is using steroids or other drugs; how to communicate

132

appropriate messages about steroids and other drugs to their student athletes; and

133

how to avoid sending inconsistent messages regarding steroids and other drugs. To

134

be effective, the education for students, parents, coaches, and administrators cannot

135

be a one-time event. The message has to be reinforced repeatedly especially to

136

students.

137

18.

I am familiar with the MIA’s Bylaws. Paragraph 14.13 of the Bylaws

138

contains the MIA’s Position Statement on supplements, drugs, and performance

139

enhancing substances, which is marked as Exhibit #1. The MIA’s approach is

140

education-based. In this regard, the MIA has taken a strong stance against the use

141

of steroids and other drugs. Additionally, it requires its member schools at the very

142

least to communicate annually to its student athletes the MIA’s Position Statement

143

regarding the use of steroids and other drugs.

144
145

19.

The Defendants complied with the MIA’s requirement regarding the

Position Statement. In this regard, the school requires student athletes to sign a
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146

copy of the Position Statement, which the school keeps. The Position Statement is

147

marked as Exhibit #2. Spartan’s files contain a copy of a Position Statement with

148

Jordan’s name on it, but it is not signed by Jordan or his parent. Coach Swift

149

confirmed Jordan received a copy of the Position Statement, which is all that is

150

required under the MIA rules. It is the responsibility of the student and parent to

151

sign the form.

152

20.

I believe the MIA’s approach to steroid and other drug abuse is good,

153

but like any policy, it could be stronger. For instance, I would recommend that the

154

MIA policy impose sanctions for the failure of a student or parent to sign the form.

155

In addition, the MIA’s policy might be more effective, if the MIA had a procedure

156

for verifying the forms had been signed, for example requiring the coaches or the

157

athletic director to check all the forms for each athlete before they are allowed to

158

participate in his or her sport.

159

21.

Although the MIA has not adopted statewide penalties for the use of

160

steroids and other drugs by student athletes, Spartan Academy has adopted its Drug

161

and Alcohol Abuse Policy which is marked as Exhibit #12. In addition, Spartan

162

requires all of its freshmen students to take a health course, which includes a

163

weeklong segment on the use of drugs. I believe this is a reasonable response to the

164

serious problem of steroid and other drug abuse by high school student athletes.

165
166

22.

As set forth above, parents, coaches, and administrators need to be

educated in how to tell if a student is using steroids or other drugs. Most of the
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167

literature available in this regard focuses on the signs of anabolic steroid abuse,

168

which can be quite obvious. It is much more difficult to detect the use of a

169

glycoprotein hormone like EPO, but with the proper education it often is possible

170

to tell if an athlete is using a banned substance. For instance, although there are no

171

pronounced physical changes like those associated with anabolic steroid abuse, an

172

athlete who abuses EPO suddenly will develop unexplained nosebleeds and

173

become ill for unexplained reasons much more frequently than before using EPO.

174

In addition, an athlete who begins abusing EPO often will change his or her

175

personal habits. The athlete suddenly may start associating with different people,

176

or withdraw and seek extreme levels of privacy. By way of another example, the

177

athlete may visit websites discussing steroids. In this case; however, I do not

178

believe Coach Swift or Spartan Academy had any reason to suspect Jordan Simon

179

was using EPO.
WITNESS ADDENDUM
I have reviewed this statement, and I have nothing of significance to add at this time. The material facts
are true and correct.
Signed,

Aubrey Brady
Aubrey Brady
SIGNED AND SWORN to me before 8:00 a.m. on the day of this round of the 2019 High School Mock Trial
Competition.

A.G. Molli
A.G. Molli, Notary Public
State of Michigan
My Commission Expires: 12/15/19
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EXHIBITS
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EXHIBITS AVAILABLE TO BOTH PARTIES
The parties have stipulated to the authenticity of the trial exhibits listed below. The Court will,
therefore, not entertain objections to authenticity of these trial exhibits. The parties have reserved
any objections to the admissibility of any of these exhibits until the trial of the above-captioned
matter. The trial exhibits may be introduced by either the Plaintiff or the Defendant, subject to the
Rules of Evidence and the stipulations of the parties contained in the materials.

#

EXHIBIT DESCRIPTION

1

MIA Bylaws; Article 14

2

MIA Position Statement

3

Coroner’s Report

4

Toxicology Report

5

Dangers of Using Steroids Poster for Athletes

6

Spartan Academy Individual Times Report

7

Withdrawal Slips

8

Spartan Academy Internet Printing Summary Report

9

Article Printed by Jordan Simon

10

Article, “U.S.E.’s Black Eyes & Nosebleeds”

11

Training Schedule

12

Spartan Academy Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy

The parties reserve the right to dispute any other legal or factual conclusions based on these items and
to make objections to these items based on other evidentiary issues.
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EXHIBIT #1: MIA Bylaws; Article 14

77700 North Street, Morrison, MI 29999
Phone: (999) 385-3810

MIA Bylaws; Article 14. General Provisions
14.13 DRUGS, ALCOHOL, & TOBACCO
14.13.1 SUBSTANCES
The Michigan Interscholastic Association (MIA) views sport, and the participation of student-athletes
in sport, as an activity which enhances the student-athlete's well-being by providing an environment
and stimulus which promotes growth and development along a healthy and ethically based path.


It is the position of the MIA that a balanced diet, providing sufficient calories, is optimal for meeting the
nutritional needs of the growing student-athlete.



It is the position of the MIA that nutritional supplements are rarely, if ever, needed to replace a healthy
diet.



The MIA is strongly opposed to "doping," defined as those substances and procedures listed on the
World Anti-Doping Agency's Prohibited List (www.wada-ama.org).



It is the position of the MIA that the use of steroids is cheating and poses serious health risks. Coaches
and other school personnel are required to look vigilantly for signs of steroid use.



It is the position of the MIA that there is no place for the use of recreational drugs, alcohol, or tobacco
in the lifestyle of the student-athlete. The legal consequences for the use of these products by a
student-athlete are supported by the MIA.

14.13.2 ANNUAL COMMUNICATION
At least annually, each member school shall communicate to its students participating in
interscholastic activities (and the parents of students) the MIA Position Statement on the use of
supplements, drugs, and performance enhancing substances. (See Position Statement 14.13)
14.13.3 DISQUALIFICATION
Any coach or competitor using tobacco, alcoholic beverages, or misusing drugs while participating in
interscholastic competitions shall be disqualified from the tournament.
14.14 RESPONSIBILITY FOR LOST ARTICLES
Neither the MIA nor the management of an MIA tournament, contest or festival site shall be
responsible for lost articles.
14.15 STUDENT INSURANCE
It is recommended that each student athlete have on file with the principal or his/her designee proof
of insurance coverage or a waiver prior to practice.
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EXHIBIT #2: MIA Position Statement
77700 North Street, Morrison, MI 29999
Phone: (999) 385-3810

2014 / 2018
MIA POSITION STATEMENT
SUPPLEMENTS, DRUGS AND PERFORMANCE ENHANCING SUBSTANCES
PURPOSE OF FORM: ALL MIA Member schools are required ANNUALLY to communicate this MIA Position Statement
on the use of supplements, drugs, and performance enhancing substances to every participant in interscholastic activities. (See
Article 14, Section 14.13.2.)

The Michigan Interscholastic Association (MIA) views sport, and the participation of student-athletes in sport,
as an activity which enhances the student-athlete's well-being by providing an environment and stimulus
which promotes growth and development along a healthy and ethically based path.



It is the position of the MIA that a balanced diet, providing sufficient calories, is optimal for meeting
the nutritional needs of the growing student-athlete,



It is the position of the MIA that nutritional supplements are rarely, if ever, needed to replace a
healthy diet.



Nutritional supplement use for specific medical conditions may be given individual
consideration.



The MIA is strongly opposed to "doping", defined as those substances and procedures listed on
the World Anti Doping Agency's Prohibited List (www.wada-ama.orq).



It is the position of the MIA that there is no place for the use of recreational drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco in the lifestyle of the student-athlete. The legal consequences for the use of these
products by a student-athlete are supported by the MIA.

In pursuit of Victory with Honor, the MIA promotes the use of exercise and sport as a mechanism to
establish current fitness and long-term healthy lifestyle behaviors. It is the position of the MIA that the
student-athlete, who consumes a balanced diet, practices sport frequently and consistently, and
perseveres in the face of challenges, can meet these goals.

Jordan Simon

Parent Signature
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EXHIBIT #3: Coroner’s Report
STATE OF MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS
DIVISION OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
RECORD OF CORONER
Morrison
City
Name of Deceased
Residence of Deceased
17 years
Age
Caucasian
Race

County

(

(

Erie

Case No.

2018-470152

Jordan Simon
623 East Hearn, Morrison, MI 29999

DOB
Height/Weight

8/2/2000
70” 142lbs, 5oz

MANNER OF DEATH
) Natural

( ) Homicide

) Suicide

( X ) Accident

(

) Undetermined

( ) Other

CAUSE OF DEATH
Heart attack as a consequence of drug overdose

BODY IDENTIFIED BY
(

) Fingerprints

( ) State ID Card

(

) Photographs

( X ) Family

AUTOPSY
AUTHORIZED BY
PRESENT AT AUTOPSY

Coroner Dale M. Lucas
CORONER NOTIFIED
Sgt. Chris Knight, Erie Sheriff’s Department, Investigating Officer

MORGUE INFORMATION
May 6, 2018
Date Received

Morrison Regional Hospital
NAME
Morrison Regional Hospital
BODY REMOVED FROM
Erie County Coroner’s Office
TRANSPORTED BY

Hour

Yes

19:05

PURPOSE
( X ) Autopsy

PERFORMED BY
APPROVED BY

( ) Limited Dissection
R.C. Synder, M.D.

(

) External Exam
(
May
7,
2018
Date

) History Review

Hour

10:15

Date

In accordance with the Michigan Death Investigation Act, an autopsy was performed on the body of Jordan Simon at
Morrison Regional Hospital, Morrison, Michigan on Tuesday, May 7, 2018, commencing at 10:15 hours.

1

3

Page _____ of ______
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EXTERNAL, EXAMINATION:
The body is that of a 17 year old male, approximately 70" in height, and weighing 142 lbs. 5oz, consistent with the
documented age of 17 years.
The body is received wrapped in a black zippered disaster bag, is identified by an attached name tag and clad in the
following articles of clothing: Tan colored shorts – no pockets. White t-shirt. The clothing is placed in airtight metal
cans for chemical analysis.
The body is refrigerated, and cool to the touch. The blood from the body has pooled evenly in the lower portions of
the body as it presents on the examination table. Rigor mortis is fully fixed in the extremities and jaw.
The black scalp hair ranges to an estimated 3 inches. The irises are hazel. The equal pupils are .118 inch. The whites
of the eyes do not show blood vessels indicative of strangulation. The ears and nose are without discharge. The mouth
is in good condition. The teeth are natural. The lips, gums, and tongue are moist.
The chest is normal size and is without lesion.

EVIDENCE OF INJURY:
None observed.

INTERNAL EXAMINATION: No abnormalities found.
CARDIOVASCULAR:
The 360-gram heart has a smooth glistening epicardium. The great vessels arise in the usual manner, and the right and
left atrium are normally formed. The left and right ventricles are normally formed. The coronary ostia are slightly
bulged. All three coronary arteries are diffusely mottled. There is marked clotting with greater than 75% occlusion of
all three main coronary arteries with hemorrhage in the vessel wall and soft clot in some of the vessel lumens. There
is hemorrhage in the artery wall and poorly-organized thrombus in the lumen. Distal portions of the left anterior
descending artery have greater than 90% occlusion of the artery lumen. Serial sections of the right coronary artery
have severe clotting greater than 90% occlusion of the lumen and hemorrhage. From observation of clotting,
hematocrit levels appear grossly elevated.

RESPIRATORY:
The right and left lungs are 760 and 730 grams, respectively. Both lungs are normally formed and smooth. There are
no lesions. There are no foreign objects in the airways. The pulmonary vasculature is smooth but with marked areas
of soft clotting, again suggesting elevated hematocrit levels.

HEPATOBILIARY:
The 1750-gram liver has a smooth and normal appearance in color. There are no lesions. The liver is perfectly formed
with no calculi. The gallbladder is normally formed and filled with yellow-green bile. The pancreas is firm and tan
with no lesions on the normal surface.

GASTROINTESTINAL:
The typically formed tongue, esophagus, gastro esophageal junction area are without note. The stomach contains
some fluids and fragments of non-digested food items. The small and large intestines are without note. The appendix
is unremarkable.

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM:
The scalp is reflected in the usual manner and there are no contusions. The cortex, white matter, gray matter, brain
stem and cerebellum are unremarkable. The ventricular system is normally formed and is not enlarged.

3

2
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ENDOCRINE:
The right and left adrenal glands are normal. The golden brown surface is unremarkable. There are no focal lesions.
The thyroid has normal appearance. The parathyroid glands are not enlarged and the pituitary gland is unremarkable.

GENITOURINARY:
The right and left kidneys are 190 and 220 grams, respectively. The cortex is red and smooth. There are no signs of
stones and the ureters drain freely, which empty typically to the bladder. The bladder is smooth and tan.

NEUROLOGICAL:
The 1420-gram brain has a distinct grey-white matter demarcation. The symmetric hemispheres are without discreet
gross lesion. The grey-white matter separation is distinct.

MUMULOSKELETAL:
The typically calcified axial and appendiceal skeleton are without lesions. The intact vertebrae, ribs, pelvis and
extremity long bones are without note.

OTHER PROCEDURES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Documentary photographs, whole body CT scan and coronary artery radiographs obtained.
Blood, urine, bile, and other fluids submitted for toxicological analysis.
Blood submitted for analysis.
Head and body hair submitted.
Clothing submitted for chemical determination.

AUTOPSY FINDINGS:
At the time of death, this was a 17 year old male with:
- Transmural posterior left ventricle/septal myocardial infarction
- Severe 3-vessel coronary occlusion due to elevated hematocrit levels, greater than 90% occlusion, right
coronary artery, 90% occlusion left circumflex coronary artery, and 90% occlusion distal left anterior
descending coronary artery.
- Coronary arterial hemorrhage.
- Elevated hematocrit levels by observation.

OPINION:
Based upon the findings, this otherwise healthy 17-year-old male died from a heart attack caused by elevated
hematocrit levels as a result of an overdose of Erythropoietin.

MANNER OF DEATH:
Heart attack as a consequence of possible drug overdose.

May 13, 2018, Addendum After Receiving Toxicology Report:
Manner of death is concluded to be heart attack as a consequence of an overdose of Erythropoietin.

3

3
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EXHIBIT #4: Toxicology Report
ERIE COUNTY
OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER
321 Elmwood Avenue
Morrison, MI 29999
(999) 543-9078

PRELIMINARY TOXICOLOGY REPORT
Date:

May 11, 2018

Report Number:

2018-01030

Name of Deceased:

Jordan Simon

Date of Death:

May 6, 2018

Report Prepared By:

R.C. Snyder, M.D.

Specimen Type:

Blood Serum

The blood serum was tested for the following substances and my findings
are set forth below:
Suspected Substance

Level

CNS Depressants

Negative

CNS Stimulants

Negative

Hallucinogens

Negative

PCP

Negative

Narcotic Analgesics

Negative

Cannabis

Negative

Alcohol
Erythropoietin

Negative
10,000 mU/ml
By comparison, in normal patients, serum levels
or erythropoietin range from 10 to 30 mU/ml
(milliunits per milliliter). These levels may
increase 100- to 1000- fold during hypoxia or
anemia.
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EXHIBIT #5: Dangers of Using Steroids Poster

Steroids are synthetic derivatives of the
naturally occurring male hormone
testosterone and are far more
potentially harmful even with a one-time
use. Don’t risk it!

Deepening of voice
Increased body hair
Loss of scalp hair
Liver or kidney damage
Oily skin
Severe Acne
EXHIBIT
#6:enlargement
Dangers
Facial pore
Shrinking of the breasts (female)
Shrinking of genitalia (male)
Increased levels of LDL Cholesterol
Menstrual Cycle Changes (female)

of

Aggression
Infertility
Irritability
Heart attacks
Mild to moderate instability
Hepatitis
Possible severe mood swings
Cancer
Mania
HIV / AIDS
Confusion
Decreased Immune System
UsingDelusions
Steroids Poster
for
Males
Shortened Height
Paranoia / Mistrust
Increased Appetite
Depression
Impaired Judgment

Content pulled from
www.steroidabuse.com/steroids.html
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EXHIBIT #6: Spartan Academy Individual Times Reports

100 METER FINAL MEET INDIVIDUAL TIMES REPORTS
2017 – 2018 (thru April 30, 2018)

Time

Year

Simon, Jordan ................................................................................................................. 11.50 ................................... SR
Pearce, Morgan............................................................................................................... 11.86 ................................... SR
Hale, Trippe..................................................................................................................... 11.92 ................................... SR
Gonzales, Giani ............................................................................................................... 12.04 ................................... SR
Patel, Shar ....................................................................................................................... 12.18 ................................... JR
Hummel, Kia.................................................................................................................... 12.52 .................................. SO
Young, Kris ...................................................................................................................... 12.63 ................................... FR
Lee, Kim .......................................................................................................................... 12.79 .................................. SO
Jones, Ryan ..................................................................................................................... 12.80 ................................... FR
Sanders, Eli...................................................................................................................... 13.14 ................................... FR

2016 – 2017

Time

Year

Oswald, Jesse .................................................................................................................. 11.72 ................................... SR
Rosenstein, Andi ............................................................................................................. 11.96 ................................... SR
Lindros, Sam ................................................................................................................... 12.02 ................................... SR
Hale, Trippe..................................................................................................................... 12.08 ................................... JR
Simon, Jordan ................................................................................................................. 12.21 ................................... JR
Pearce, Morgan............................................................................................................... 12.21 ................................... JR
Gonzales, Giani ............................................................................................................... 12.23 ................................... JR
Patel, Shar ....................................................................................................................... 12.43 .................................. SO
Hummel, Kia.................................................................................................................... 12.58 ................................... FR
Lee, Kim .......................................................................................................................... 13.09 ................................... FR

2015 – 2016

Time

Year

Rueles, Angel .................................................................................................................. 11.68 ................................... SR
Lewelan, Rory ................................................................................................................. 11.84 ................................... SR
Rosenstein, Andi ............................................................................................................. 12.18 ................................... JR
Simon, Jordan ................................................................................................................. 12.19 .................................. SO
Lindros, Sam ................................................................................................................... 12.28 ................................... JR
Hale, Trippe..................................................................................................................... 12.25 .................................. SO
Pearce, Morgan............................................................................................................... 12.32 .................................. SO
Gonzales, Giani ............................................................................................................... 12.57 .................................. SO
Patel, Shar ....................................................................................................................... 12.84 ................................... FR
Oswald, Jesse .................................................................................................................. 12.92 ................................... JR

2014 – 2015

Time

Year

Andrews, Pat ................................................................................................................... 11.77 ................................... SR
Rueles, Angel .................................................................................................................. 11.90 ................................... JR
Lewelan, Rory ................................................................................................................. 12.08 ................................... JR
Oswald, Jesse .................................................................................................................. 12.09 .................................. SO
Rosenstein, Andi ............................................................................................................. 12.34 .................................. SO
Simon, Jordan ................................................................................................................. 12.35 ................................... FR
Lindros, Sam ................................................................................................................... 12.49 .................................. SO
Hale, Trippe..................................................................................................................... 12.50 ................................... FR
Pearce, Morgan............................................................................................................... 12.55 ................................... FR
Gonzales, Giani ............................................................................................................... 12.97 ................................... FR
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EXHIBIT #7: Withdrawal Slips
First Michigan Trust
Date:

8 / 1 7 / 17

“Trust First Michigan”

Account Holder Name:

$

 Checking

X

Savings

Account Number:

1966–0802

Jordan Simon
Amount:

WITHDRAWAL SLIP

Jordan Simon

8,500.00

Authorized Signature

Teller ID

H47-321

APPROVAL CODE: 000897-1202-DG567

First Michigan Trust
Date:

12/12/17

“Trust First Michigan”

Account Holder Name:

$

 Checking

X

Savings

Account Number:

1966–0802

Jordan Simon
Amount:

WITHDRAWAL SLIP

Jordan Simon

8,500.00

Authorized Signature

Teller ID

APPROVAL CODE: 001950-5684-MK312

A14-623

First Michigan Trust
Date:

4/8/18

“Trust First Michigan”

Account Holder Name:

$

 Checking

X

Savings

Account Number:

1966–0802

Jordan Simon
Amount:

WITHDRAWAL SLIP

Jordan Simon

8,500.00

Authorized Signature

Teller ID

APPROVAL CODE: 000563-1617-DL789

C23-005
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EXHIBIT #8: Spartan Academy Internet Printing Summary
Report
Spartan Academy
Internet Printing Summary Report

Date / Time of Request:
Student / User Name:
Student ID No.:

Monday, April 11, 2018, 13:04:00 Eastern Time
JORDAN SIMON
05-6357

Additional Pages:

1
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EXHIBIT #9: Article Printed by Jordan Simon
Enhancing Your Performance the Unnatural Way:
A Look at the Banned Substance EPO
By Chris Tull, B.T.com contributing writer
The Lore of Athletic Glory In Feb. 1990, 27-year old

Everyone's talking about performance-enhancing drugs
(PEDs) now thanks to Congressional hearings held this past
March, highlighting steroid use in Major League Baseball.

Dutch professional cyclist Johannes Draaijer's died suddenly
of a heart attack. This occurred roughly six months after he
placed 20th in the month-long, 3,500-km Tour de France.

No sport is immune from this inquiry's hot seat. Even the
sport of triathlon, a competitive, yet under-the-radar sport
for years, has the bright lights of shame shining on it.

At the time, cycling authorities credited his death to ‘cardiovascular abnormalities' - agitated by the rigors of his sport.
However, Draaijer's wife later told the German news magazine,
Der Spiegel, that her husband became sick after using EP0.1

The biggest PED story in triathlon broke last fall when Nina
Kraft won the 2004 Triathlon World Championship in Hawaii,
yet tested positive for the banned substance —EPO or
Erythropoietin.

Overall, doctors credit EPO overdose to the deaths of over
20 professional cyclists from Europe to Central America
during the late 1980's to early 1990's.

So what exactly is EPO? What does it do? Why is it banned?

Of course, the lore of athletic glory isn't only limited to
cyclists. In his book, Drugs in Sports, Edward F. Dolan
recounts a survey where 100 runners were asked if they'd
take a drug that would make them Olympic champions, but
kill them in a year. More than one half the runners surveyed
replied yes.

And why would someone as talented as Nina Kraft use it in
the biggest triathlon competition in the world?

The Miracle Drug EPO first appeared on the market as a
medical drug. The drug, when injected into the body,
increased production of the oxygen-carrying red blood cells.
It's still used today to treat several medical conditions.

I don't think many would disagree that athletics have
become competitive in all the wrong ways. I'm not sure
when the change happened. I'm guessing sometime within
the second half of the 20th century, when commercials and
television started blending with sports.

EPO benefits cancer patients with blood weakened by
chemotherapy treatments. It's also given to patients
suffering kidney disease, and helps repair blood damaged by
kidney dialysis. EPO, when provided under strict medical
supervision, can be given safely.

Sporting participants are obsessed with victory. And I'm not
just talking about sports on the professional levels. Amateur
and masters athletes are just as crazy-competitive as the
pros.

But the trouble for EPO started in the late 1980's when the
sports community discovered EPO heightens athletic
performance significantly.

With athletics and its 'victory at any cost' mindset, it's easy
to see how getting any edge (even if it means using an
illegal PED) is tempting. Meanwhile, PED-free athletes watch
in frustration as their competitors illegally achieve record
performances in competition.

Magic Shoes In 1989, seven athletes underwent an EPO
experiment in Sweden. Swedish scientist, Dr. Bjorn Ekblom
of the Stockholm Institute of Gymnastics and Sports,
injected the athletes with EPO and then measured their
endurance levels on a treadmill.

So What's a Beginning Triathlete To Do? If you are competing, check the rules of your sport. If the sport considers a
substance illegal, don't use it. Chances are the substance is
banned for a reason.

All subjects outperformed their previous endurance levels
after injecting with EPO. Dr. Ekblom reported that, on
average, EPO cut up to 30 seconds off a 20-minute running
time. In world-class events, where fractions of a second
sometimes separate winners from losers, the benefits of EPO
for athletes are huge. So why does EPO work so well for
endurance athletes?

As of this writing, the World Anti-Doping Agency and the International Olympic Committee have begun toughening testing
standards. The National Football League and other professional
leagues have proposed toughening the same testing standards.
In other words, it's only going to be harder to get away with
using banned substances in sports. Don't take a chance. Besides,
there's no victory worth a health ruined by drugs.

Muscles need oxygen to perform. Red blood cells in the
blood carry this oxygen to the muscles. The more red blood
cells in one’s blood, the more oxygen that can be carried to
the muscles.

And what to do with those caught using illegal-substances?
Should you ban them from the sport for life? Take away
their records? I have no idea. But feel free to voice your
opinions on the www.beginnertriathlete.com forum.

This continual boost of oxygen allows muscles to perform
longer. Thus, for endurance athletes, more oxygen in their
blood is like growing wings to their feet. A typically grueling,
uphill marathon suddenly feels like a cakewalk with EPO.

Consider this, though: As Nina Kraft cycled to the finish of
her bike leg in the 2004 Triathlon World Championship in
Hawaii, she hung her head low. In first place, observers
thought she was either being modest, or focused.

Of course, there's a catch. A medical doctor can safely
supply EPO to patients. However, an EPO overdose (a big
problem with athletes and their "more is better" attitudes)
results in thickened blood. When a person who's overdosed
on EPO rests, their slowing heart tries to pump this
thickened blood through their body.

Kraft said she was simply ashamed. She knew she cheated.
Maybe for someone as talented as Nina Kraft that's
punishment enough.

The result is heart failure, and usually death - hence, one of
the major reasons for banning EPO from professional sports
competition. Many athletes found this out the hard way.

1
2

Web Article: http://www.beginnertriathlete.com/cms/articledetail.asp?articleid=456, dated April 10, 2005

Deacon, James, “A phantom killer: doctors target a new performance-enhancing drug,” Maclean’s, 1995.
Dolan, Edward, F. Drugs in Sports, London: Franklin Watts, 1986.
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EXHIBIT #10: Article, ““U.S.E.’s Black Eyes & Nosebleeds”
(Page 1 of 2)

U.S.E.’s Black Eyes & Nosebleeds

By Mack Nive (staff writer)

Edgefield Sports Priority News, May 1, 2006
Troy Sheltano was a sprinter on the University of
South Edgefield (U.S.E.) – U.S.E.’s 2005 conference
champion track team. He left the team in the middle
of his senior season and was hospitalized for over
two weeks while doctors addressed the
cardiovascular damage caused by the use of the
steroid EPO. This is his story.

....
Troy: People ask me if I hate Morris and the
other coaches. I feel sorry for them because
they have so little compassion, but I don't
hate them. I'm not out to get them — that's
not the point of this article. I just want
people to know that steroids change you in
many ways. The physical dangers – yeah we
all know those, or at least thought we knew
them. But it changes not only what you are
but also who you are. You become obsessed
with winning, and you think you are
indestructible – despite the nosebleeds and
vomiting and nights waking up in a cold
sweat.

....
Troy: I was standing on the edge of a cliff.
Below me I could just make out the spray of
the waves hitting the rocks as the moonlight
seeped through the low clouds.
I heard a knock and looked up, realizing
that I was sitting on the edge of my bunk
bed in the athletic dorm at U.S.E.. The room
was dark, and I was in bad shape, real bad
shape from the steroids. It had all come
from the steroids, the stuff I had taken to
get strong and fast so I could win. Winning
isn’t everything - it’s the only thing.

....
Success for the track team brought fame and money
– for both the runners and the coaches. But it also
brought attention – attention that was not so easy to
avoid in Edgefield as it had been in Southeast Asia.
Long story short – an investigation revealed that
almost every member of the 2005 Conference
Champion U.S.E. track team was using a steroid
called “EPO.” Many called for U.S.E. to be stripped of
the Conference Championship, but the conference
rules at the time allowed championships to be
rescinded only if the coaching staff or other school
administrators were involved in “facilitating” steroid
use by the players.

That was me before. Before my body crashed
from the punishment steroids inflicted on
it. Before I fell. Hard.
Every nerve inside me was on fire. My mind
was racing. I couldn't get a grip on
anything. The anxiety attacks I'd been
having for the last five months had become
so intense that I couldn't stand them
anymore. I had lost control of everything—
it's impossible to describe the horror I
felt, the fear, and the anxiety over that
loss of control.

Aubrey Brady, a consultant with RULES, Inc., a
company that specializes in advising school athletic
departments on compliance issues (but was not
involved in the U.S.E. investigation), says, “Rules are
there for a reason. If you do not like them or think
there should be more, there is a process for that. But
schools can comply only with the ones that exist.
You cannot be at fault for violating a rule that does
not exist.”

And then I heard the banging on the door
again. It was Coach Swift, the assistant
track coach at U.S.E..
“Troy, you okay?”

If fact, only one person was ever officially punished –
Dr. James Wainwright. Wainwright, whom the
players conspiratorially called “Doc Win Wrong”
became the team doctor in late 2003, shortly after
Coach Morris hired Terry Swift as an assistant coach.
Wainwright had his medical license stripped for
supplying EPO for non-medical purposes.

Okay? What does that word even mean anymore?
....
The U.S.E. track team had always been an
afterthought. Money and energy flowed to the “big”
three – football, basketball, and baseball. But in
early 2000, a new athletic director shifted focus to
areas where there was less competition in recruiting
and greater potential for immediate results. Track
and swimming became the new darling sports. John
Morris was hired as track coach in 2002, despite the
rumors swirling around his success at Royal
University in Southeast Asia. Morris brought in a new
coaching staff, recruited blue chip high schoolers and
JUCO transfers and, within just a few years, the
success – and the money that usually follows – came
rolling in.

Wainwright and Swift had reportedly been high
school friends, but Swift, Morris, and every other
member of the coaching staff denied knowing the
players were using EPO, much less “facilitating” its
use.
Despite the lack of proof, the entire U.S.E. track
coaching staff was fired.
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EXHIBIT #10: Article, ““U.S.E.’s Black Eyes & Nosebleeds”
(Page 2 of 2)
IM injections have to be administered on a strict
basis in varying amounts depending upon one’s
training cycle in order to achieve the desired effect.

....
Troy: Coach Swift kept track of all our
medical stuff. He’s not a doctor, but he
monitored us and knew about the nosebleeds
and other physical issues. We never talked
openly about using EPO with the coaches, we
simply referred to “paying the price.” Of
course they all said they “had no idea”
about EPO. Really? We’re just a bunch of
kids and you bring in a doctor that hooks us
up with this stuff? They can play dumb, and
I guess in a way they were – they shouldn’t
have let us get caught.

Medically speaking, however, too many RBCs—a
condition called "polycythemia"—can cause problems
just as severe as those caused by too few.
Polycythemia is a disease in and of itself that
requires treatment. A higher proportion of cells when
compared to the watery plasma causes the blood to
be thicker and move slower, leading to clots. Blood
clots can be life-threatening, as they can cause
strokes and heart attacks, among other conditions.
Signs of EPO use include frequent nosebleeds,
increased symptoms similar to colds or the flu,
fluctuations in blood pressure, increased acne, and
even periods of slow heart rates (“brachycardia”),
especially during sleep.

....
The EPO used by the U.S.E. track team is a synthetic
version of the natural hormone erythropoietin. It is
an extremely effective drug that is widely prescribed
by the medical community to treat a number of
health conditions and diseases. It is also a popular
but banned performance-enhancing drug (“PED”). Its
illegal use is especially widespread in the endurance
sports community, most notably in swimming, track,
and cycling.
EPO use artificially increases endurance and stamina.
It does so by increasing the oxygen-carrying ability
of the blood by artificially increasing the body’s
number of red blood cells (RBCs), which allows more
oxygen to be delivered to muscle cells and more
toxins (such as lactic acid, which temporarily reduces
muscle function) to be carried away.

....
Troy: I don't know if our coaches could have
stopped our steroid abuse, but they could
have helped us act more rationally. They
know that they're dealing with college kids
who need guidance, not brainwashing and
hypocrisy about “paying the price.” What
price did they pay?
I don't want to see another kid go through
what I went through the last few years, and
that's why I'm speaking out on this. I'm
embarrassed by what I did. But if I can help
someone else even just one person, maybe I
can help myself, too.
....

The body normally tightly controls how much natural
erythropoietin is produced; keeping the portion of
blood made up by RBCs —called the "hematocrit" —
at about 40 to 45 percent.
By adding extra EPO to the blood via intramuscular
(“IM”) injection, an athlete artificially increases the
amount of RBCs circulating in his or her blood,
sidestepping the body's regulatory mechanisms. The
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EXHIBIT #11: Training Schedule

Mock Trial Warning:
Content in this chart is for this case ONLY.
This information is completely fictional and has no basis in reality.
77

EXHIBIT #12: Spartan Academy Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE POLICY
When a student is found to have possessed or abused a controlled substance, Spartan Academy shall take
the following steps:

1. First, the offending student is suspended from extracurricular activities. If the student is an
athlete, that student is immediately suspended from the next tournament or game. The student
may continue to participate in practices, but the student must sit out the next competition. Upon
the second violation, the student athlete is banned for 8 weeks. The suspension may be reduced
to 3 weeks if the student agrees to see one of our school counselors. Upon the third violation, the
student athlete is banned from competition permanently.

2. Second, parents are notified regardless of whether the student has attained the age of majority.

3. Third, additional action may be taken by the school as is appropriate. This includes, but is not
limited to, detention, suspension from school, and expulsion.

4. Finally, if the student is found in possession of a controlled substance, the police are contacted
immediately.
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